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Foreword
Caving with Mitch is the humorous adventure story of three great friends, Francis E. Abernethy, Robert
W. Mitchell, and William L. Rhodes. They met at Lamar Tech, moved on to Texas Tech and Stephen F.
Austin University, and traveled together from 1959 until 1977. They periodically explored caves, canyons,
natural history, biology, Mexican culture, and made many friends. They developed a deep love for Mexico
and Belize, and they influenced the beginnings of American cave biology in Mexico.
I was a young caver at the University of Texas in 1967-1969, and a graduate student at Texas Tech
University from 1969-1976, earning my MS and PhD in cave biology. I went on many research trips, some
with my advisor, Dr. Robert W. (Bob, Mitch) Mitchell, a leading cave biologist. I met Dr. Francis E.
Abernethy (Ab) on a 1971 trip, and we became friends, but I missed the chance to go caving with William L.
Rhodes (Dusty, Dub, Bill). I have collaborated in this publishing project with Linda Mitchell, Bob’s widow,
Sharon Mitchell, Bob’s daughter, and Dusty Rhodes.
The manuscript, about 28,000 words, was entrusted to me by Ab in September 2010 after Mitchell’s
death. Ab was a famous folklorist from Stephen F. Austin University. He sent Caving with Mitch to me and
others on a CD. He asked me to edit the biology, caving and Spanish words for accuracy. Ab also wanted
help in publishing the piece, a chapter in his memoirs, titled “I Write of Places Now and Then.” He did not
complete the memoirs before his passing in 2015.
After years of sporadic editing, I decided to create a small online journal with free access to put this
document and others before cavers, biologists, and the public. As editor I added a cave map and a few
editorial notes for clarification. The images are as Ab laid them out originally, with minor adjustments to
captions, text, and format. I created the covers, with a 1961 photograph of Sótano del Arroyo by Orion Knox,
and overlaid images by Ab and Bob of our trio. The back cover has their images of Sótano de Huitzmolotitla.
This book is the first number of Cuevas Históricas (Historic Caves) on my website https://cavelife.info/.
It will be followed by other unpublished works about caves, especially lost or forgotten cave maps and
descriptions that have been rescued. Some were caves that I participated in mapping, but the maps were not
published for various reasons. Some of those maps and descriptions appeared in the AMCS newsletters and
my 2018 book, The Astyanax Caves of Mexico: Cavefishes of Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosí, and Guerrero,
Association for Mexican Cave Studies, Bulletin 26. See http://www.mexicancaves.org/ and
https://cavelife.info/.
Thanks go to Linda Mitchell, Sharon Mitchell, William L. Rhodes, and my wife, Gayle Unruh, for
proofreading and support. Thanks to Orion Knox for his photo, and Rae Nell Rhodes, who provided the
photo of her dad, Dusty. A small print run of the book will be available by subscription.

William R. Elliott
30105 Briarcrest Court
Georgetown, Texas 78628
speodesmus@gmail.com
30 June 2022
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Caving With Mitch
1. From 1959 to 1977
I, Francis E. Abernethy, started this chapter months ago, before Mitch—Dr. Robert Wetsel Mitchell
(1933-2010)—found that first spot on his tonsil. Now that is a whole lifetime away, and I have had one hell
of a time starting up again. I was going to send him these first entries of his writing and mine, and then we
were going to have fun talking about the details and remembering, or trying to. A lot of the pleasure of reliving those beginning days is gone now, but I’m going to get some of the stories of those early days and
later written down before they evolve into a fiction or dissolve into a dew.
Beyond my immediate family, Mitch was the most
important influence in my life. He didn’t start my adventures. I
had been traveling and exploring some of the world by myself
before I met him. Mitch reinforced this inclination and
impressed the fact that one could do just about anything he
wanted to do if he were willing to pay for it—if he were willing
to spend the time in planning and spend the energy in doing.
And if he burned in eagerness and panted like a bird dog just
thinking about having a new experience and learning about new
things and seeing new life. And if he were more excited about
doing something than scared about doing it! If he thrived on
living!
Mitch and I shared the same spirit, but he had a much wider
vision than I, and it included the entire world. No place on the
planet was beyond his reach, if he so desired to see it. He and
Linda Mae took me places and showed me sights that I would
never have dreamed about on my own. I probably would never
have gone to Xilitla or Tikal or Otavalo or Swakopmund had I
never hooked up with Mitch. And after arriving at some exotic
destination, I would never have had the vision to find all the
places of animal, vegetable, and mineral interest without his
guidance.
Mitch and I felt the same way about life—use it to the last
drop! When it’s all over, turn down an empty glass! He did.
The following is a highly edited version of my foreword to Blair Pittman’s Texas Caves (A&M Press,
1999).
Texas caves bred an enthusiastic population of explorers around mid-twentieth century. Some went
caving for the sheer adventure of it; some went as geologists and biologists—scientists looking for new ways
to look at life. All went, like Columbus, looking for a new world.
I was a semiserious caver for nearly twenty years, starting from the late 1950s, the time that Blair
Pittman calls the Golden Age of Caving, when our paths first crossed in the caving world. During those
years, the most exciting times in my life were planning a caving trip, getting all the gear together, and flying
down the road in an old red Jeep to caves unknown. And the most interesting people in my life were cavers.
I cringe when I think back on some of my early caving days when I was teaching at Lamar Tech in
Beaumont. I had a wife and five (five!) kids. Living on a beginning teacher’s salary, we were crammed into a
two-bedroom white frame house, and I would take off for a week or ten-day (or more!) caving trip as if it
were the most natural thing in the world for a husband and father to do. Even now I remember that it took
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considerable loin girding before I worked up the nerve to tell my wife that I was heading out to West Texas
or Mexico to go swinging off into caves. Considering the circumstances, she handled it well, even when her
first inkling of one upcoming trip came when she found a pile of ropes and climbing gear stashed at the back
of our garage. Really, she handled it better then than she does now, when she can work herself into a rage
thinking what I put her through.
We usually met in Austin and finalized our plans at Scholtz’s Beer Garden. On one occasion we met at
this cavers’ den that was a two-story house in a decent enough neighborhood just north of the UT campus. I
wish I had photographed the front room of that house. I wish I could have photographed the smell of the
front room of that house! Ropes piled and hung on the wall, seat slings and jumars strewn and draped about,
tents and cots, water cans and camping gear, hard hats and muddy boots and mildewed clothes—these filled
the front room and spilled over into the next. They had everything in that room except a cave—which they
really didn't need, because the whole house smelled like a cave that had recently been visited by a host of
diarrheic bats. This was the den of dedicated cavers.
Why—in the name of all that is sky-blue and grass-green—do all these cavers go into caves, when the
world has a wealth of beauty and adventure in the sunshiny outdoors? This is a question frequently asked by
mothers, wives, and friends, particularly those who were raised on Vernon Dalhart’s soulful rendering of
“The Death of Floyd Collins,” whose “body now lies sleeping in a lonely sandstone cave.” I’m convinced it’s
genetic. Cavers crawl into the earth’s bowels because they were born with the curiosity of a ‘coon, eternally
poking and prying and exploring from the cradle to the grave. One television program attributed this
exploratory inclination to a “novelty-seeking gene” that causes certain selected folks to search continually for
the outer edge of every experience. Add adolescent conditioning by Boys’ Life, Field and Stream, and
National Geographic, along with Frank Buck, Richard Haliburton, and Jack London, and you have people
who will go into a cave—or a jungle or a mountain, the Moon or Mars—in a New York minute.
More personally, I probably would not have gotten any cavier than Carlsbad Caverns had it not been for
Robert W. Mitchell, a former professor at Texas Tech, a biospeleologist, and a natural history photographer
who spent his retirement in Bandera and Boerne. Mitch has been my main educator for well over fifty years
of my life, and he took me into my first wild cave. When I met Mitch, he was considered a qualified big-time
caver because he had been in the Devil’s Sinkhole. I was impressed.
Mitch and I were teaching at Lamar Tech in the late
fifties, and he took a field class of us into Station C Cave
near Vanderpool one springtime midnight. It mattered not
that we had left a school caravan on its way to Del Rio, or
that no one knew where our van and a dozen Lamar
students and profs were, or that we were woozy tired from
all day traveling. Mitch tied a one-inch rope to a mesquite
tree, tossed the rope into the black hole in the ground that
he called Station C Cave, and saw to it that we all made it
to the cave floor, thirty feet below.
Station C was a great little cave, with lots of beautiful
formations, a copperhead, spiders and crickets, and a few
bats. When leaving time came, only three of us—Mitch,
student William L. Rhodes (aka Dusty, Dub, The Kid,
Furry Face), and I— were able to overhand the rope to the
ledge above. Climbing the rope wasn’t bad, but at the top
the rope went flat up against a slanting rock ledge. That
was bad! In fact, I can remember thinking, “I think I’ll just
let go and end this problem.” I didn’t. We three made it,
and thereafter we hauled folks out, which eventually got
easier, as we had more haulers above than below. Mitch,
Dusty, and I decided that we made a good combination
Mitch’s first field trip to the Pecos.
and spent many years together caving and exploring.
Mitch and Dusty #3 & 5
The Station C descent was not a professional caving
expedition.
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Another thing that I remember from the Station C episode was driving to the central campsite after we
emerged around two a.m. I was driving and I was so sick with sleepy that I could barely see down the road.
How we made it with me at the wheel that night is more than I can remember.
Station C was also the beginning of our friendship and our many miles and years of travel. We had a
good snake hunt on the Devil’s River that year and explored with our students the many Indian shelter caves
along the canyon sides. On the way back to Beaumont, Mitch and I were sitting together in the back of the
van, and he started talking about going down to Mexico to the cloud forests. That’s all it took for me. I was
ready to go by the time he finished his sentence. We went in June 1959, and have been going ever since.
For our next cave after Station C—Mexico’s Sótano de Huitzmolotila, whose entrance pit is 364 feet
straight down—we borrowed a cumbersome cast-iron hand winch and bought four hundred feet of quarterinch cable that could have cranked in a Mack truck. Mitch, Dusty, and I also made this descent. The first
person in began a spinning scream on the way down, so we had to retrieve him, go into town, and purchase
enough quarter-inch rope for a stabilizing line. That expedition was more engineering than it was caving, but
we did make it to the bottom and back. Mitch and I will discuss Huitzmolotitla in greater detail in a
following entry.
Soon thereafter, in the early 1960s, we fell in with the Austin caving pros and learned that caving was
like mountain climbing, only backward, and that cavers could use this keen mountain-climbing gear—with
hard hats! We could rappel down a rope with friction bars and then climb out with jumar Ascenders. We
graduated to the next class of cavers.
Twenty-odd years later, I climbed out of a hundred-foot pit cave behind a young woman with souped-up
jumars, the latest in climbing gear. She scrambled up that line like a spider checking out a fly. I pumped and
pulled and hung and finally made it, but I achieved a world of wisdom the hard way. I have not climbed a
rope out of a cave since then—and won’t now, even if the opportunity is offered.
A cave, especially a pit cave, can be intimidating on one’s first encounter, but entering a cave arouses
one’s excitement and curiosity thricefold more compelling than any accompanying fear. To wonder what lies
below and ahead—what depths, what formations of life and limestone—is enough to get one on the way.
Going into a cave is like going up a river; you’ve got to go around just one more bend for the great discovery
of the throne room, or of long, rolling walls of flowstone, or of the millennia-old stalactites reaching down to
the stalagmites reaching up and the helictites reaching across.
Sometimes the search is simpler. Instead of one more bend in the cave
passage, the attraction is one more look under one more rock or in one more
pool or crevice. The very next pool of the cave may contain blind fish or a cave
salamander. Lift one more rock, perhaps, and you may find one of the rare and
delicate creatures of this underworld—a spider, earwig, or silverfish; a cricket,
millipede, or centipede—all white and blind and moving carefully to conserve
what little energy its finite food supply affords. Dusty Rhodes lifted one more
rock and found a half-inch cave scorpion now named Typhlochactas rhodesi
after The Kid. I found a similar scorpion the next day, but got nothing for it. I
have forgiven Dusty, but barely.
Or one may find that others have been there before.
I belly-buttoned across a narrow ledge into a short passage that ended in a
cul-de-sac with a three-foot-wide basin of drip water. As I leaned against the
cave wall, resting before my return, I saw an inch-square piece of green rock at
the edge of the basin. It had accreted to the floor, so I banged it loose with a
piece of stalactite. When I leaned over the pond to pick it up, I saw another
piece of equal size nearby, so I chipped it loose. I examined those two “rocks”
for some time before it dawned on me that the two pieces were alike and fitted
together. As I studied them I looked up and saw a third green stone of the same
shape. Much more carefully now, I prized the third piece from the pool floor
with my knife blade. The three parts came together as a bored jade pendant with the face and headdress of an
Indian man carved on it. My mind spun out into space, trying to bring back that ancient speck of time when
some person, sitting where I sat, broke a jade pendant in three pieces and tossed it into this silent pool. What
was he thinking or feeling? What had happened that caused him to destroy such a valuable icon? I would
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dearly love to know the story behind that piece of jade, but I cannot even
make one up in my imagination.—It was officially dated c. 900 BC, Olmec.
Once in Belize we squeezed through the tightest of cracks in the dark end
of a cave, skidded down a mudslide, and ended in a long, vaulted hall that
was completely filled with the finest of ancient pots, from pitchers the size of
one’s fist to waist-high ollas. And there was not a footprint in sight.
Sometimes the goal is an affirmation of life.
Mitch, Linda Mae, and I got to Bracken Bat Cave about mid-afternoon
on a hot and dry Texas summer day. We climbed down the slope to the cave
entrance and walked back into the darkness home of Mexican freetail bats, a
head-down population stretching out as far as one could see. The guano floor
was slick, squishy, and populated by all the beasts and beetles that scrounge
and scavenge in this rich banquet in the twilight world of the cave. Usually I
got used to the ammonia smell, but at Bracken the smell was so strong that it
just about shut down my breathing apparatus. We took our pictures and
retired topside.

Mitch took the above picture of the bat flight at Bracken from the inside!
The action at Bracken started a couple of hours later, around five-thirty, with a gentle rumbling coming
from the cave’s mouth. As we watched from the rim, we could see a great tornado of bats, flying
counterclockwise but still far back in the dark throat of the cave. Little by little, the mass of flying bats came
closer to the mouth, sounding and looking like a west Texas whirlwind. Then it would withdraw back into
the cave’s darkness, as if fearful of the light. After numerous advances and retreats, the cylinder cautiously
moved out of the mouth and into the breakdown pit and entrance to the cave. I believe the bats would have
hung there, outside the cave but below ground level, circling forever, timidly and nervously, had they not
been pushed from the inner cave by more bats working themselves into the bottom of the rotating circle.
Slowly they rose as high as the ground, then higher, then up finally into the evening sky, where they peeled
off and fanned out into smoky flights in all directions to harass the insect population of central Texas.
We watched them for an hour or more, calibrating the slowness of their ascent by the occasional albino
bat that flew in their midst. We were joined by a bull snake poking along the ledges, looking for those bats
which had not made it to the top of the flight. A skunk showed up, and later a ’coon. A hoot owl observed the
ritual from a snag on a nearby live oak. This was definitely suppertime. Should I live long and late into life,
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this magnificent whirlwind of bats flying out of the ground, over the mesquite, and off into the Texas night
always will remain spectacular in my memory.

Robert W. Mitchell

William L. Rhodes

Francis E. Abernethy

2. Xilitla and the Cloud Forest, 1959
I guess that the organization of this chapter will be as chaotic as some of the others, because I started
out (above) with an account that covered all of our caving—Mitch’s and mine—and now I’m going back to
the very beginning of our trips together, the trip to the cloud forests of the Sierra Madre Oriental in 1959. I
wrote the following article for the Beaumont Enterprise, sometime in June or July, after our return. It
contains details that might be interesting to somebody someday. And still are to me.
Our planning for the trip was definitely a sign of our inexperience. For over three months we knew that
we were going to Mexico on “or around” the nineteenth of June, and for three months our planning refused
to be shifted from the potential to the kinetic. We continually talked about going, and in all my classes I
described in great detail the exotic flora and fauna I was going to bring back from the tropics. Mitch
mentioned several times that he had some Spanish language records that we should listen to, but all we ever
played when I did go to his house was Perez Prado.
Three of us were to make the trip: Robert W. Mitchell biology professor here at Lamar State College and
the head of the expedition; Tommy Hayes, a high school senior and budding biologist [and I resented the hell
out of Dean Edwin Hayes (and head of biology department) forcing Mitch to take Tommy. But it didn’t turn
out too badly.]; and I, an English teacher interested in natural history. My interest is natural history began on
the Panhandle plains around the Washita River and continued during my growing years. I never took a
college biology course until I audited a herpetology course at LSU during my graduate school days. Also,
during grad school days at Baton Rouge I had summer jobs as a biologist aide in the Department of Fisheries.
I learned a lot working with that Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries crew. One summer they deputized me as a
game warden, when I was working at Caddo and Black Bayou lakes. The 1956 summer I got my Ph.D., Lyle
St. Amant, LW&F Director, offered me the job as director and editor of The Louisiana Conservationist. I
would have had an option on every good hunting and fishing site in Louisiana. – Another “also”: Lamar was
short on office space, so I shared an office in the biology department with Bill Fitzgerald and Russell Long,
which kept me pretty well immersed in various biological disciplines. I was considered an ich & herp person.
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Carefully timed crewshot of Tommy Hayes, Mitch, and Ab
Mitch’s purpose on this 1959 trip was to make photographic studies of the ecology of the tropical rain and
cloud forests of Central Mexico near the town of Xilitla, and to collect anything for the biology department
that flew, wiggled, or walked. Our transportation was a 1947 Willys Jeep, well broken in, and my onewheeled trailer. We carried with us about twenty dollars worth of food, which consisted mainly of potatoes,
spam, beef stew, and canned fruit. We also had eggs and some bacon which got pretty rank by the end of the
trip.
It is sad but true that we never did practice our Spanish beyond a cursory gracias, sí, or buenos días.
Then there were the cyanide bottles, leaf presses, snake sacks, formaldehyde, and other collecting materials
that were carefully listed for several weeks but never gotten together. And by ten o’clock on the night of June
eighteenth the trailer was still not packed, the cyanide bottles had not been charged, and Mitch had to make
out an hour quiz for his next morning’s eight o’clock class.
I got home by two a.m. to find a sink full of dirty dishes that had been left as a memento when my wife
went to visit her folks in Nacogdoches. These disposed of, I had time for one soft sigh in bed before Mitch
called at 3:30, announcing that the time had arrived. We were not as jubilant and flushed with enthusiasm as
we thought we would be. We were just numb. This turned into a chattering numbness on Highway 90 as the
cold, damp air from the rice fields began to soak through our thin skivvy shirts. By the time we got to
Houston, however, the bright, warm, beautiful sun had risen high enough to restore life to our bodies.
To keep an account of expenses, we kept a journal which was a combination log book, diary, and
suggestions for doing better the next time. A Friday morning entry reads: “Breakfast at Sugarland, silly from
lack of sleep, giggled over our grits; trailer hitch shows signs of breaking loose – Wharton: had the hitch
welded ($1.50) and bummed a quart of formaldehyde from the college’s biology dept. – Victoria: bought gas
and water can at GI Surplus - $2.49 each.”
We camped on a lake south of Harlingen the first night. It was a good campsite in spite of the trains that
roared by within a hundred yards of us, and the vaquero who drove a herd of cows through our camp to
another pasture.
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Although we had planned to cross the border at daybreak, high noon arrived before we had finished
getting the trailer hitch re-welded and had bought some books that would be necessary in our work.
All who go to Mexico comment on the radical change in scenery that takes place after they cross the
border. The coastal plain soon became rolling hills and arid badlands, and the Sierra Madre Oriental rose
impressively before us on the far western horizon. The area we were passing through looked promising for
reptiles, so we turned off on a two-rut side road that led back into the mesquite and arroyos. It was too hot for
snakes to be stirring, but we poked about among the cactus and thorned brush searching for lizards. To the
uninitiated observer we probably presented a curious spectacle, armed with hooks and sacks and rubber guns,
and yelling and dashing wildly through the thicket after the wily lizard.
During such a chase, an aged Mexican and his son appeared and observed us in amused silence. We
explained as well as we could what we were doing, and the aged one, grin-wrinkled and toothless, except for
one huge flashing molar, became quite vociferous and eager to tell us the Spanish names for all the reptiles.
He also told us of a large rattlesnake den nearby. Our search for it proved fruitless, however, and our only
excitement came when we took a short cut through an open field that lay in front of a palisade log house. Then
the dogs came out, over a dozen of them, from shrill, nervous yappers down to the low, guttural growlers. We
did our best to be nonchalant and casually stroll by them without losing our poise, but we were finally bluffed
out and forced to make a painful and ungraceful exit over a vicious thorn fence. Note in journal: “Get needle
and tweezers!”
We were late bedding down that second night, having spent a couple of hours sight-seeing in Ciudad
Victoria. We awoke at daybreak to the cry of chachalacas, a large Mexican game bird. Mitch informed us
knowingly that we were hearing our first parrots. That is what happens to a biologist when he misplaces his
field guides. The owner of the rancho where we camped drove up as we were eating our breakfast. He was a
sturdily built man who sported a pearl handled .45 automatic in a beautifully tooled holster. He spoke enough
English to tell us how lost we were.
Later we stopped at Llera to have the hitch welded, and had no doubts about its durability when the job
was finished. A large part of the population showed up with advice and helped us search the scrap pile for a
suitable piece of angle iron.

The soldador welding the trailer hitch at Llera
We left the work to the soldador and his lounging audience under the thatch-roofed shed and strolled
across the dirt street to the cantina for a beer. A rather worldly looking woman met us at the door and
mysteriously led us, wondering, back through a low, smoky kitchen, across a chicken-crowded, mud-baked
yard, to a small adobe hut that served as a bedroom. We were certain that she had mistaken our intentions,
but were at a loss for words, especially Spanish words. Mitch got the chair; Tommy and I sat on the too-low
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bed. Our hostess then pulled a blanket across the door opening, smiled at us as if we were all in some guilty
league, and withdrew three hot beers from a cardboard box in the corner. She had brought us to “the back
room” because there was a city ordinance against the selling of beer during mass.
Journal: “Bought mangos 1.80p, bananas 1.50 p, bread 1.5 p, gas 37.95 p at Limón. –Through Mante to
Big Cave.”
South of El Mante the roads wind through the valley among the mountains, and to find the cave one
must continually be looking back over his shoulder, since it is in view from only one short stretch of road.
After making a sharp left turn, there it is, high up the side of a steep mountainside that is choked with
vegetation. We found what passed for a road and wound the Jeep up through the dense growth as far as we
felt it was safe, the trail dropping off below too steeply for comfort. Then the climb.
We never were sure where the cave mouth was after we got off the highway, but led by Mitch’s unerring
instinct we fortunately went in the right direction. The ascent was almost straight up, and we grunted and
sweated from a rock ledge to a tree root to a handhold in a patch of weeds. The semi-tropical foliage was
interspersed with cacti and succulents, and Mitch made the burning discovery that Mexican mala mujer (bad
woman!) bull nettle is even more potent than our Texas variety.
For a while we felt that we were lost on the
mountain side and would never find the cave
mouth; but finally, the downhill breeze brought to
us the unmistakable smell of bat guano, and soon
afterward we heard the excited squawking of the
green parrots that nested in the cave walls.
The cave itself was awe inspiring from first to
last. The mouth, approximately 150 feet across,
funneled down into a passage that veered sharply to
the left. Our headlamps on, we slipped and slid
down the entrance slope to the turn that revealed a
long dark passage, terminated by a shaft that
extended upward about two hundred feet and
downward two hundred more. The sun streamed in
through a jagged hole at the top of the shaft and
illuminated the walls and the sparkling drops of
water as they fell from the cave’s roof.
We inched our way down the slick shelves to
the brink of the shaft and peered over the edge.
Looking over the sheer drop caused dizziness and a
tingling in the testicles, and we gripped more firmly
The entrance to Cueva de El Abra
to available handholds. The journal concludes the
afternoon’s excursion: “Photographed parrots – had
to put on power hubs to get out when the Jeep nearly slid over the ledge. To Valles – dinner 4.80 p – strolled
around the plaza and through the town sightseeing camped south of town by a river.”
We got an early start Monday morning, but as usual we were careless and lost a lot of time. This time we
missed the turn-off to Xilitla and went all the way to Tamazunchale. The mountain pass was beautiful,
however, winding high and flashing glimpses of a broad, green river valley below, and we were glad we had
made the drive. We spent an hour in town, stopping to get water at the San Antonio Hotel and visiting with
its manager, Mr. Hollingsworth, who briefed us about the area we were going into. One of the most
interesting things he told us was that there was only one English speaking person in Xilitla, and this was a
rather eccentric individual who was rumored to be an offspring of some European nobility. This person was
also building a house that was as strange as he was, so we were told, and we could probably locate him in the
vicinity.
“Matalapa –bought bread, tortillas, and papaya.” That was dinner on the way to Xilitla.
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The ferry crossing Río Huichihuayan on road to Xilitla
We crossed a green, slow-running river on a very primitive ferry, and ascended the winding, rock-paved
mountain road into another world, one that was fresh and green, and frequently bathed by the fog and the rain
that hung always so near. The road itself was traced out of the side of the mountain, and more often than not,
was sheer on both sides, the high side of cut-away rock being liberally covered with all sorts of ferns from
the small, grey rock fern to great patches of maidenhair that grew where the water seeped down through the
limestone. The other side dropped off hundreds (?) of feet below, sometimes straight down. Great trees laden
with giant philodendrons, small white orchids, bird’s nest fern, and pendulous mistletoe rose high, vinehooked to their brothers, perched precariously on the steep mountainside.
The foliage grew denser as we ascended toward Xilitla and the cloud forests, and the insect and the bird
life grew more exotic. Butterflies with iridescent blue wings flashed in the undergrowth. Mot-mots perched
in the trees in the darkness of the jungle, grooved-bill anis sunned themselves out near the road, and an
occasional squawking flight of parrots wheeled high overhead. There were small log huts with thickly
thatched roofs and hibiscus growing wildly in the yard. An occasional silent worker emerged from the
growth to give us less than a cursory glance and pass on. Then around a bend and there stood Xilitla, high
and gleaming white on the side of the green mountains, still several miles away across a wide valley.

Xilitla, a village
in the clouds
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There was no doubt about Eccentrico’s house which Mr. Hollingsworth had described. It rose straight up
out of the mountain side, in emulation of the trees and consisted of one room set on another like building
blocks carelessly stacked. Slab rock was being carried in from a nearby cliff-side quarry, and men were
building a tall sturdy wall around the premises.
There was much moving around and measuring and surveying, all in a leisurely fashion. No one seemed
to be in a hurry. And standing on the road in the middle of it all was, we were reasonably sure, “the only man
in Xilitila who spoke English,” a slightly built gentleman with a moustache and goatee and very sensitive,
fine features. Three young parrots perched serenely on his shoulders and arms, and he moved from one group
of workmen to another, always the center of the activity. Since his was obviously our man, we got out of the
Jeep and walked over to his group. We later learned that his name was Edward James.
“Are you the one here who speaks English?” Tommy asked.
“I don’t understand you,” our man replied in the slow,
enunciated Spanish that is used on illiterate gringos. “The man
who owns this place speaks English, but he has gone to Buenos
Aires and won’t be back for two weeks. And besides that, he’s
crazy, loco.” With that remark, he made the usual gesture
indicating insanity, and everybody in his circle laughed. As far as
we were concerned, El Loco Gringo remained in Buenos Aires
during our stay in Xilitla. Every day, however, the gentleman with
the parrots (He was decked with six one morning.) discovered that
he knew a little more English. He was always extremely helpful
and many time offered his assistance, but he retained the privilege
of keeping his distance by using the language barrier.
We made our usual sort of start the next morning and spent a
good hour getting out of the ditch we had parked the Jeep and
trailer in. But as usual our luck was good. As we were wrestling
around with the trailer, a very attractive lady walked toward us
down the road; and defying our efforts to converse with her in
pidgen Spanish, she addressed us in perfect English that had been
cultivated in a university in California. Doña Bertha Semple—she
lived in an elaborately equipped house trailer, that God know how
Our “hotel” in Xilitla
was dragged up to Xilitla—assisted us greatly and knew just about
everything there was to know bout the society of the area. As soon as she learned that we wanted to go to the
top of the mountains, she volunteered to show us the way to Tlamaya, a village at the base of two of the
highest peaks, the tallest with a chair shaped tip that was referred to as God’s Throne.
The road to Tlamaya was much like the road to Xilitla, only more so—the trail rockier, the hillsides
more precipitous, the vegetation more luxuriant as we went higher. Coffee and banana groves blended in
with the tropical growth, and the only areas that looked cultivated were the cornfields, which were
sometimes planted on hills so steep that they probably had to be worked with safety belts. We talked to
prospective guides for the climb to the peaks the following day and then went to Rancho de Huitzmolotitla
where Doña Bertha proposed we should camp for the night.
I am sure that all of us agree on one thing about this trip: our stay with the Modesto Gómez family of
Huitzmolotitla was our most memorable experience. We stopped in with Doña Bertha to get permission to
camp that night on their grounds, and we ended up staying three days. They were the most hospitable people
I have ever known. Señora Gómez had the remarkable talent of being able to relax and go about her business
with company about the house. We wandered in and about the house for three days and began to feel that we
belonged there. The best times were our meals. The food was hot and good, and we spent hours eating.
Afterward, when the table had been cleared by the old one who was always in the kitchen, we would sit
around the table, smoke Del Prados, and talk by the light of a kerosene lamp. Señora Gómez usually
dominated the table talk because her aim in life while we were there was to teach us Spanish, and this was
our school. El Señor, however, came in when the topic grew weighty. And the young ladies, Concepcion and
Anna Maria, sat sweetly and quietly until they were addressed.
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Sr. Modesto Gómez, la Señora, Chica, Ana María,
and Concepción at El Rancho de Huitzmolotitla

They were handsome and well-ordered family and El Señor was the undisputed head of the house. His
chair, cold beer, and cigarette were always readied for him by one of the family when he came in from
overseeing his acres, wearing a sombrero with a monstrously broad brim, slanted well down over his eyes,
and a .45 automatic tucked handily under his belt. When El Señor came in from the fields, he hung his hat
and sat down at the head of the dining table. He pulled the pistol out of his belt and La Señora took it from
his left hand and put a cold beer in his right hand. He never noticed! I think everyone in Tlamaya worked for
him, and in Xilitla he moved around with authority.
That first day we went into Tlamaya and up into the cloud forests for what proved to be a difficult climb.
The trail was narrow in most places, all rock, and the rocks were all sizes and wet and slick. The path seemed
either to go straight up or straight down; and loaded as we were with camera equipment, sometimes climbing
became a four-wheeled operation, pulling and climbing at the same time.
In spite of fatigue, thirst, and blisters, the destination was well worth the climb. We were in fresh, misty
land that was continually dripping, cloaked in clouds, soft and muffled. Thinking back, it seems that we
swam or floated through it. And notwithstanding the area’s seeming inaccessibility, huts could be found
hidden away under almost every banana leaf. The people worked the coffee trees and corn fields, one
beautiful corn field filling the mouth of a sink hole that was at least mile wide. Near the summit we found
what we had been looking for, the giant tree ferns, los palmas, some growing as high as thirty feet. The ferns
were worth the climb.
Thursday was departure day, so we returned to Xilitla fairly early the next morning, following a trip to a
four hundred foot sinkhole. We were having breakfast, and Señor Gómez said that he wanted us to see
something before we left. He called it a sótano. This sótano was about ninety feet across and straight down to
what seemed an eternity. It was an awesome spectacle, almost hidden from sight by a dense growth of ivycovered trees and heavily populated by parrots and swifts. We were impressed.
The clouds were settling lower as we drove back to town, and it looked as if a deluge would catch us
again.
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Journal for Thursday: “Two games of pool 4 pesos, beer
2.50. Rain! We decided to stay for a party and leave for Valles
afterwards. Spent afternoon in town. Miserable time hooking
up trailer in the downpour and getting clothes and food
prepared. Ate in Eccentrico’s top room – a most impressive
view down the long valley.”
We got to the party by 8:30 and were impressed again. The
house was filled with beautiful girls in evening dresses of
modern design. The event was a coming-out party for a lovely
young lady, and the younger generation was out in force. The
older women sat in chairs against the wall, fulfilling their
duties as chaperones, and the men retired to the patio and a
long, improvised bar. The young people conducted themselves
as ladies and gentlemen, and used as I am to similar functions
of our teenagers, who can be loud and childishly noisy, I was
surprised by their sense of decorum.
The doors of the house opened onto the street, and all the
townspeople showed up at one time or another and stood
outside to watch the dancers hipping along to the music of the
gasoline powered juke box. Dogs wandered in and out, one
huge mongrel choosing stage center as the place to display his
A cloud forest full of tree ferns
agility at scratching behind the ear. None of the dancers paid
any attention to him, but the audience on the walk enjoyed it
greatly.
We stayed until ten o’clock, ate several varieties of tamales and enchiladas, drank an alcoholic
pineapple-milk concoction that nearly finished off Tommy. We departed in the steady rain that had not let up
since it began six hours earlier.
Our going up was not as our coming down. We waited
from midnight until four that morning at the ferry landing
before the operator condescended to come after us, this in
spite of whistling, yelling, and throwing rocks. This
inconvenience was followed by a flat tire soon after we hit
the highway north. The flat itself was common enough and
should have caused us no trouble, but a lug nut was frozen,
and we were two hours chiseling it off with a hatchet and a
dull screwdriver. The tire was in such bad condition that the
repairman at Valles almost refused to work on it. Although
we promised to use it as a spare only, it was drafted for
regular service ten miles later when we had a blowout. –
“Tire gone; going on four and no spare.”
Our stop for that Friday was El Salto, a towering, misty
waterfall northwest of Valles. The pasture near the fall was
covered with tiny wildflowers and heavily populated with all
sorts of butterflies, especially the exotic swallowtails. The
water roared over the two-hundred-foot precipice into a large,
tumbling lake and then boiled wildly on to smaller lakes that
stair-stepped down to the river bed.
After swimming and camping at El Salto we felt that our
exploring was over, and we were anxious to get back to
El Salto
Texas. Our journal for Saturday read:
“Gift shopped this morning in C. Victoria, left by 12, holding
breath for tires – Part of front tire flew off. Got new tire and boot in Santa Teresa 396 p for tire and tube, 12 p
for boot. Had a nice visit, ate watermelon, and lounged around shops.” Another entry which was made about
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an hour later that Saturday afternoon: “We are now turning around and going back to S. Teresa, which turned
out to be Mendez. We are on the wrong road.” A still later entry: “6:15 PM Have now discovered we are in
Montemorelos.” We had taken the wrong road out of C. Victoria and were on our way to Monterrey instead
of Matamoros.
Our correcting route now was a poorly recommended road that stretched across nothing and was further
complicated by a ferry crossing. But we enjoyed the ride; the country was desert and different from that
which we had been traveling through. And here we caught the only rattlesnake for the trip. Tommy saw it
and ran back, quitting the still-moving Jeep, and identified it with yelps of excitement. Mitch, who was half
asleep, grabbed the snake stick, and ran back for the capture. Seeing a crack in the pavement, which he
mistook for the snake, he ran right through a coiled pile of western diamondback, which was probably too
startled by this bit of audacity to strike. We later caught a rare and beautiful glossy snake, which kept
startling us by poking its way through the snake sack and turning up in our laps every few minutes.
We got in Reynosa at midnight and hit some of the roughest roads of our entire trip within the city
limits. Not knowing the way, we fell in behind a long string of cars that were bouncing toward a brilliantly
lighted area. The dust cleared, the darkness became light, and there we were in Reynosa’s Boys’ Town, the
wildest red light district on the border. Going north, the left side of the main street was one long adobe
building with a door every fifteen feet. Leaning against the wall in hide bottom chairs and various degrees
and kinds of exposure were “the girls,” a motley crew of every make and model imaginable. The other side
of the street contained the bars and nightclubs, and the bands were blasting the roofs off.
The streets of Reynosa’s Boys’ Town swarmed with wild people, and although we would have enjoyed
stopping to explore, loaded as we were with all our worldly goods, all we wanted was safe passage out. By
the time we had threaded our way out of Reynosa, it was well past midnight, and we were desperate to get
out of town and back into the States.
Our departure was almost delayed by a burly Mexican border guard who threatened to search the trailer
to the last clothes bag. The scene went bad when he reached under the tarp. I grabbed him by the wrist and
tried to think of the Spanish word for snake. He squared off on me, pulled his .45 auto, and then purposefully
put his hand under the tarp at the same time as I remembered “culebras.” At that word, he began shouting
violent words in Spanish as his buddy and Mitch came running out of the office. My border guard was still
yelling and waving his pistol as I untied and pulled back the tarp. The rattler started a convincing buzz and
raised up in the sack. I was cringing and waiting for the guard to start blasting away when he began laughing
instead. Mitch took out the sack and opened it to let them look. Both were amazed and then amused at these
gringos with a rattlesnake and were still laughing as they waved us back into Texas. That was one less
rattlesnake that Mexicans had to worry about.
Those Texas highways, they were marvelous—smooth and wide, well marked, and flanked by
immaculately clean service stations and cafes. It was good—and expensive!—to get back to the States, and
we drove continually for thirty-three hours to get into Beaumont by four o’clock Sunday afternoon.
We returned home broke but happy, having made the trip on less than $150. We are still not sure how far
we advanced the biological sciences, but they afforded us a legitimate excuse for increasing our own
discovery of another world.

3. It Was Great When It All Began:
Xilitla, Tlamaya, and Sótano de Huitzmolotitla
by Robert W. Mitchell
(Asides by Ab)
Ab: Mitch wrote this description of our first and second trips to Mexico in the spring of 2002 at the
request of Carl Kunath, who was doing his book on caving at the time. The second trip, to Huitzmolotitla,
was in late August 1960.
Mitch: I made my first caving trip in the early ‘50s. I was an undergraduate at Texas Tech University
and active in the Biology Department, and I was asked to go on a caving trip by a biology graduate student,
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Don Hunsaker, already hard at work on the Hunsaker legend. We explored the wet and dry caves at
Balmorhea. Then a short time later, I went with Russell Strandtmann, invertebrate biology professor at Texas
Tech and my mentor, to the Devil’s Sinkhole and Ney Cave. I was to visit these two caves many times in the
years to come.
I spent an arduous two years in the Air Force in San Antonio in the mid 50s exploring Central Texas
caves. Then in 1957 I took a position on the biology faculty at Lamar Tech in Beaumont. Very soon I met
Francis Abernethy, an English Professor with an avid interest in natural history and adventure. Over 40 years
later, we’re still traveling together.
Our early trips together were to Mexico. These were high adventure. We were absorbing new places and
new cultures and doing things we’d never done before. The collected experiences of each caving trip went
far beyond the caves themselves. Individual events, some cave, some no-cave, come to the front when I
recall those great times. It is in this light that I’d like to say a little about our earliest ventures into Mexico
and its caves, pursuits that led me to pass my academic career—my entire life—in a similar vein.
In the summer of 1959 Ab and I headed to Xilitla in the Sierra Madre Oriental of San Luis Potosí,
ostensibly to meet Russell Strandtmann and class from Texas Tech. Xilitla was already a well-known place
name to birders and was beginning to attract outside visitors. We left Beaumont in my old 1947 Willys Jeep
pulling a one-wheeled trailer. My Chairman’s son, Tommy Hayes was along. We scorched the Interamerican
Highway at 45 mph and finally arrived at the ferry crossing of the Río Huichihuayan on the dirt road to
Xilitla. This old hand-pulled ferry is now long gone as is the unpaved road, but it was fun while it lasted. I
believe it was about 25 miles on to Xilitla, but it always took about an hour and a half to make the drive.
We did roll into Xilitla finally, first passing a really strange three-story unfinished house on the outskirts
of town. We decided to drive the length of the road through Xilitla before picking out a place to camp. On
the far side of town we started to climb a bit as the street was about to become the road to Ahuacatlan, later
to play a role in caver lore. Then the unexpected—or maybe the expected—happened. Something broke, and
the one wheel of the trailer came off. Did it fall over and lie there? Of course not; it began to roll back into
town with all of us trying to chase it down. So part of the afternoon was passed at the welder’s.
We decided to camp for the night in a field we’d seen across from the strange house. We got our tent set
up, ate supper and went to sleep. Then the deluge came. We’d camped on sloping ground, so the water ran
through our tent like Niagara. Everything got wet. Early the next morning we were hanging things out to dry
when a pickup stops. There’s a slight Anglo guy in the back who says with a British accent, “If you boys
want to get dry, go over to the house.” Thus we met Sir Edward James, eccentric British aristocrat who had
come to Mexico for some reason—there were many speculations— and proceeded to build one of the most
outlandish houses ever with its huge concrete replicas of opium poppy pods.
So we made use of the house. But we never saw Edward James or spoke to him again, on this trip or any
other. He was the ultimate recluse, though a very hospitable one. Through his driver we met Doña Berta
Semple, resident firebrand and self-proclaimed communist. We told her we’d really like to see some tree
ferns—well, this was not exactly the first thing we talked about, but it got around to tree ferns for some
reason. She had us over to her house before the great tree fern quest, and this was a worthwhile diversion
from our academic pursuits.
She had a large concrete house which she occupied with John. John was tall, had long blond hair, was
off in the corner of a large room playing a cello, and best of all, he thought he was Jesus. He looked like
Jesus. He never spoke, so we decided he was just John. Doña Berta rode around with us in the Jeep that day
looking for tree ferns, a few of which we found and photographed.
Then she told us we needed to go to a nearby town, Tlamaya, where she had a friend who could show us
really great ferns. It developed that her friend happened to be in Xilitla at that very moment, in that great
cantina that hung out over the cliff (as some of you will remember).
I recall this cantina with great fondness. It had the greatest urinal I have ever seen. In the back of the
cantina a board had been removed from the floor, and through the slot you could look into infinity—straight
down into the gorge over which the cantina was suspended. We drank a lot of Dos Equis here, I think just to
watch urine wind into the abyss before disappearing from view. It was mesmerizing. People do tend to
mesmerize over different things.
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Here we met Modesto Gómez, who, along with his wife and daughters, was to become our good friend
and host to many a caver over the years. Much later we were to stop for a moment at the roadside cross near
Valles where Sr. Gómez died in his old pickup that we used to push-start for him.
On this first trip of Ab’s and mine to Xilitla we passed a few days at Sr. Gómez’s place, El Rancho de
Huitzmolotitla. One day the subject of caves arose, and Sr. Gómez told us of a great pit near his house. He
called it by a name new to us, a “sótano.” That same day we first saw the great Sótano de Huitzmolotitla. We
resolved to return and enter the pit. Of course, we dropped rocks into it and scientifically determined that it
was really deep. Just looking into it made your heart race.
Ab: We dropped rocks in the sótano, and arrived at a depth of 650’. This was a mind blower! However,
during the following spring Mitch and Rexell drove down and measured the cave by dropping a string. Their
conclusion was that it was around 350’. I never have figured out how we could have gone so wrong, using
the 32’/sec/sec formula that we were taught in school.
I’m sorry that Mitch isn’t here to defend himself from correction. As I remember the occasion, we did
not immediately plan to go into Huitzmolotitla. In fact, we considered the feat way beyond our abilities.
Mitch was going to inform the more experienced Texas speleologists and guide them down to Tlamaya the
following summer. However, the Texans showed no interest, so by Christmas we were making plans for the
Huitzmolotitla expedition.
Mitch: We returned to Beaumont and teaching duties at Lamar, and began to think about the return to
Tlamaya. Sometime in here I tried to get in touch with some Texas cavers to tell them about this great cave
and finally wound up talking to some kid named James Reddell, now one of my longest and dearest friends.
I’m not sure James was convinced that we’d found the deepest cave in the known universe.
Finally, in August 1960 we got the big expedition together to tackle Sótano de Huitzmolotitla, and
we headed south: Ab, myself, Russell Long (Lamar biology professor), Stiles Johnson (Lamar cafeteria
manager who cooked for us), and undergraduates Dub Rhodes, Leonard Tibbets, Charlie Edwards, Roger
Shoemake, and Kenneth Johnson. Of these students, one was to become an MD, one a dentist, one became a
high school biology teacher, four became university biology professors, and one followed a woman to San
Francisco.

The Huitzmolotitla Crew, left to right: Russell Long, Stiles Johnson, Ab,
Bob Mitchell (rear), Charlie Edwards, Roger Shoemake, Kenneth Johnson.
Leonard Tibbetts is off chasing butterflies. Dusty Rhodes picture.
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We didn’t know squat about how to get down a deep pit. Our experience was limited to using the car with a rope
tied on the bumper to raise and lower people at the Devil’s Sinkhole. But a winch seemed reasonable, so we
located somewhere in Beaumont a portable winch that would hold a lot of cable. Someone sold us 600 ft. of
1/4” cable for $50, so we were just about in the deep cave business. We did scare up a couple of WWII surplus
walkie-talkies—I mean the originals. Problem was, though, they had to be hard-wired, so we bought 600 ft. of
electrical wire. We also located a block through which to run the cable.
Ab: The following dramatic sketch is an insert, written by Mitch during the spring of 1960. We had some
planning sessions during that spring, and Mitch created his version of what our sessions sounded like.
Mitch: A cast of ardent (?) spelunkers by the names of Ab, Russell, Mitch, Charlie, Leonard, Dub, Corkie, and
Roger
Scene opens over a cup of coffee (just for dramatic effect)
Ab: Are you sure that the thing is only 350 feet deep?
Charlie: AAGGGGGHHHHHHH
Leonard: Lets go!
Mitch: How many times do I have to tell you that I measured it!
Roger: Yes! I believe that I'll have one more.
Ab: You could have made a mistake.
Mitch: You've said that before, and I tell you that it's only 350 feet deep.
Charlie: OOHHHHHHH
Leonard: I'm ready any time.
Ab: You could have hit a ledge.
Charlie: AAGGHHH
Mitch: I didn't.
Dub: How can a rock fall for 6 1/2 seconds in a 350 foot deep hole?
Mitch: How the hell should I know!
Leonard: Who cares how deep it is! Lets go!
Roger: (smiles)
Ab: But 350 feet. I've told all my classes and all my friends and all my relatives that it's 600 feet deep. What am
I going to do now?
Russell: If it's only 350 feet down I may go in too.
Mitch: None of us have been in a 350 foot deep cave; I think we'll stay awake. Remember that I've been into the
Devil's Sinkhole and that thing is 180 feet deep. That’s quite a trip.
Ab: Yes, you've told us of your heroic efforts there several times.
Mitch: Well, 180 feet is a hell of a long way!
Charlie: AAAAAGGGGGGHHHHHHHH
Corkie: I think I'll go make some coffee.
Ab: Why don't we take at least 600 feet of cable?
Mitch: We don't need but 400.
Russell: How about 500.
Dub: Why do we need any cable at all? Let’s just take some rope. We can climb hand over hand.
Mitch: Some of us can.
Ab: No sir. That rope would leave me all shook up. I want a cable if I'm going down 600 feet or whateverthehell
the distance is.
Charlie: OHHHH
Roger: Thanks, I believe I will.
Leonard: What are we waiting for?
Ab: Well, we'll decide about the cable length later. Now about the guide and safety rope.
Mitch: Ropes!
Dub: What do we need so much stuff for anyway?
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Russell: I don't know whether to mention this or not, but I had in mind two safety ropes.
Mitch: Oh, I don't think we need two.
Ab: Now, we've figured it out to where we'll need only one.
Mitch: I just can't believe that.
Ab: You just leave it to me and I'll show you. If the cable breaks you won't swing more than several feet.
Charlie: AAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHH
Leonard: I don't care how many ropes we take.
Ab: It'll work.
Mitch: Well, let’s decide about the ropes later. By the way, there aren't as many trees overhanging the ledge as
I thought there were.
Ab; Well, what now!
Mitch: We don't need but one.
Ab: It would help to have one in the right place.
Mitch: Stop worrying.
Dub: What's this crap about trees. I thought we going in a cave.
Ab: We've got to have someplace to put the pully for the cable.
Dub: How are we going to get it on the tree.
Corkie: One of you all will climb out there and tie it on.
Charlie: OOOOHHHHHI-lHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhhh
Roger: Say, I know where I can get some used cable clamps. The threads are sort of smooth though.
Russell: Oh, those things don't cost very much. Why don't we just get some new ones?
Mitch: I'm all for that.
Ab: Are you sure that those trees are strong enough?
Mitch: Well, lets hope so.
Charlie: AAGGHHHHH
Corkie: I know that somebody is going to have to be up topside all the time, and I really do want to get some
of these insects collected.
Ab: What if it rains all the time we're there?
Mitch: That will be more to write about.
Ab: What if we lower somebody into a deep pool of water?
Charlie: OOHHHHH
Mitch: They'll get wet.
Ab: Enough of this crap. Lets get serious sometime.
Leonard: We'll just get out of the harness and swim.
Russell: I'm really interested in those insects too.
Dub: Well, we're taking a life raft, aren't we.
Leonard. We are taking the raft back into the cave aren't we?
Ab: Not if it's dark.
Mitch: Hell.
Roger: Why don't we just wait until we get there to decide.
All: Now there's a good idea.
Mitch: Who's going first? Ab mentioned to me the other day.
Ab: Never mind what I mentioned.
Russell: Remember that I applied to be topside man. What I mean is, I have to say this until we get away,
Roger: I haven't had much experience in caves.
Dub: I had one hell of a time in "C” cave.
Charlie: AAAAAAGGGGGHHHHHHHH
Corkie: Let’s go make some coffee.
Leonard: I'm ready to go, but I thought one of you two were going in first.
Mitch: Well, I'm ready.
Ab: I am too. Say, didn't you say that Doña Berta wanted to go with us.
Mitch: Yes. You know, she might want to go in first. After all she was responsible for all this in a way.
Ab: That's right. I think it's only right for her to be first.
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Mitch: By the way, I bought four vacuum bottles.
Ab: Four what?
Mitch: Vacuum bottles.
Ab: Well, I don't know where, you're going to put those things. What do you need with any vacuum bottles?
Mitch: I intend to collect some aquatic invertebrates in the hole.
Ab: We're not in yet. I just don't know where we're going to put things like that anyway. After all, I've got to
have room for my mosquito netting.
Russell: Is that all we were going to do tonight?
Ab: I suppose so. Can anyone think of anything we've forgotten?
Leonard: No.
Roger: No.
Dub: No.
Corkie: No.
Charlie: Oh!
Mitch: Well, it sounds like we're all ready to go. Let’s go home and eat breakfast.
Ab: At this point Mitch’s description of the Huitzmolotitla descent for Carl Kunath resumes. In the
paragraph below he tells about buying the static rope. As I remember it, we bought the static rope after
Mitch went over the first time. We had lowered him out of sight, maybe thirty feet below, when we heard this
loud scream and him, hollering for us to bring him up. We got him out and he was in a mild state of shock.
The cable had started spinning and getting faster and faster, and he was going around like a whirling
dervish before we got him out. We went into Xilitla and bought a static rope that we tied off on the opposite
side of the descent side of the sótano.
Mitch: Then we thought we needed an extra small rope going to the opposite side of the pit to prevent
spinning. I think this idea came from a picture of a Devil’s Sinkhole descent in NSS Bulletin 10. So in
Valles, we bought 60 ft. [Ab: much more!] of sisal rope.
Once we arrived at Sr. Gómez’s place we wrestled the winch down through the coffee trees to a point
about 25 feet from the edge of the hole.
Ab: Wrestling the winch was just the beginning. Dusty and I spent two days getting the material—bolts
and lumber were in short supply around Tlamaya—and building, bracing, and guying a platform solid
enough to hold an eighty-pound winch and 400’ of quarter-inch cable. The legs had to be solidly and deeply
inserted into the limestone ledge. That took some doing.

Dusty, Mitch, Roger, and
Leonard Tibbetts—and
a growing audience of
of neighbors—also a winch
securely bound down to the
hillside, the work of Dusty
and Ab!
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Mitch: We’d already determined to tie off the block to a limb of an overhanging tree and run the cable
through it to get a clear path of descent. Talking about this was one thing; doing it was an altogether different
deal. I volunteered to climb the tree, slide out on the limb with the block, and tie it off. The view from the
limb would really make you suck up. But I didn’t have long to look because the ants attacked. They were all
over me, not a good situation.
Then I got into a harness to make the descent. It was over the edge with machete in hand to hack away
obstructing vegetation. So I started down and soon the guide robe was wound around the cable and the
telephone line snapped. Somehow I got cranked down and finally touched bottom, or what was the bottom of
the entrance pit – about 350 ft. Ab came down next, then Dub Rhodes. We soon saw that there was little to
do where we were except go on down, and we were not prepared for that. So it was decided to halt things at
that point.
Ab: What happened when we halted things was that Mitch and Dusty went out, and I ended up in the
bottom of the pit without a light. Everything went to hell on their ascents. The telephone wires got tangled
with the static line and the cable too, and it took them quite a while getting it in shape to send down and get
me out. I was in the black dark for several hours.
Mitch: It would remain to others to finally reach the bottom of Huitzmolotitla. But it has always been a
good feeling to realize that we were among the first to enter a deep Mexican pit. In the decades following,
cavers from around the world have been called to the pit caves of Mexico. As impressive as the Sótano de
Huitzmolotitla is at just over 350 feet deep, it ranks number 160 on Peter Sprouse’s list of the deep Mexican
caves. But it ranks number one in my early caving years.
Ab: Mitch wrote a more detailed account of the Huitzmolotitla expedition and descent in the
Association of Mexican Caves bulletin v.IV, no. 1. I don’t know how Mitch and Dusty felt about going in
Huitzmolotitla, but I woke up every morning we were camped at the Gómez finca with sweaty hands and a
pounding heart, wondering what it was going to be like, swinging off over a 350 foot hole. It was not all that
bad after I started the descent, but I could sure tell that the adrenaline was flowing. I was so elated after the
crew cranked me out that night that I could have walked on air to the moon.

Ab strapped in and ready to go!
Not really.
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The ‘highway‘ to Tlamaya—the
problems of getting there.
El Sótano de Huitzmolotitla
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4. Mexico City, 1961
I am indebted to Tommy Linton and Dusty Rhodes for many of the details of this 1961 caving trip to
Mexico City and beyond. Tommy remembered it all so well because of his involvement with a young lady
from the City for whom he considered becoming a Catholic. Dusty was the charming host, always looking to
the comforts of our lovely guests.
Mitch, Dusty, and I planned this trip the year before, after we had gone into Sótano Huitzmolotitla. We
had heard of several other caves in the area, both sótanos and cuevas, and we decided that we would come
back the following year and check them out. Soon thereafter Mitch also came up with better caving
equipment, some good rope and jumars. Thus, we were well intentioned when we set out from Beaumont in
June 1961 to do some serious caving. We also had a trusty crew of hardy would-be spelunkers.

The “trusty crew” of cavers camped at El Salto: Bob Mitchell, Tommy Linton,
Robert Phelps, Dusty Rhodes, Art Duwe, ?, Leon McGraw, Gilbert Castro
The trusty crew made it to Brownsville by sundown, and crossed into Matamoros for supper and a
tour of some of that city’s raunchy Red Light shows. On our way back from our “entertainment” to
Brownsville, we were stopped by two heavily armed Mexican cops, who propped us up against a wall,
kicked our feet a-spread, and proceeded to frisk us. He collected everybody’s pocket knife and was taking us
to the local juzgado for carrying dangerous weapons. But can you believe it, he gave us back our knives
when we offered him five dollars apiece!
We made it back to Brownsville and camped in John Hunter’s yard. My main memory of that night is
waking up around four in the morning and seeing a big six-wheeler backing up and almost on top of me. The
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driver had no idea we were camped there. I raised my legs straight up in my sleeping bag just in time to let
him roll by. In all my spelunking days, that was the closest I came to extermination. I still wonder that I
woke up in time.
We were still potential but serious spelunkers until we camped at El Salto. Salto was a magnificent
waterfall with stair-steps of pools below the first plunge. A large green lawn sloped down to the pools and
the river and big blue morpho butterflies and gaudy military macaws added their color to the beauty of it all.
But adding even more beauty and romance was a large family of Camachos from Mexico City who were also
camping and picnicking there. The Camachos were blessed with some lovely daughters and nieces, and our
“trusty crew” was soon amongst them, completely forgetful of their spelunking duties.

Linton on “caving trip” in The City

Mitch on “caving trip” in a bar in Xilitla

There was a lot of singing and visiting among the Camachos and our crew, and Linton reminds me that
we went to San Luis Potosí for a big engagement party for Luis, a brother. That part is hazy in my memory.
A grand time was had by all at El Salto and environs, and by the time we reached Xilitla and camped at the
Gómez finca in Tlamaya, the trusty crew was more intent on visiting the Camachos in Mexico City than in
exploring caves. Some even whined! Mitch was caught up in this frivolity, and we all went willingly to
Mexico City.
The fuzz hit us again when we sacked out on a construction site in downtown Mexico. We were
completely beat and had not been able to find any place to sleep what little was left of the night. The police
told us we couldn’t camp there. We all groveled and begged, and Mitch spoke what little Spanish he had on
his tongue, and somehow he prevailed. We made another night—or morning—on an inhospitable
campground.
The Camachos gave us a blue-ribbon tour of Mexico City and highlighted the whole trip with a visit
south of the City to the volcanos, Popocatapetl and Ixtaccihuatl. That was a grand day in a grand setting,
picnicking below Ixta, out of breath in the altitude. The Camachos, who didn’t speak a word of English, were
the most delightful of hosts and hostesses. In spite of which, Linton refused to become a Catholic, and his
relation with Cielito soon became nothing more than a sweet memory, as was the 1961 “caving” trip.
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Picnicking at Ixtaccihuatl with the
Camachos of Mexico City

Mitch and The Kid did some field
collecting on the way back to Texas

5. The Tarahumara Barrancas del Cobre,
Urique, Tararecua in 1962
We played around on the Mexico City trip in 1961; we worked
our asses off for two weeks when we went to Barranca del Cobre,
Copper Canyon, on August 25, 1962. And it was worth every tired
muscle and every drop of sweat! I’m not sure how this trip got
started, but William Lenton “Dusty the Kid” Rhodes wrote an
account of this expedition, and much of the following information
depended on his memory, which is almost as leaky a vessel as mine.
Bob Mitchell, then at U.T. working on his doctorate, was the
instigator and El Jefe, of course, but he was aided and abetted by his
adventurous politico friend, J. Collier Adams, the Texas State
Representative from Lubbock. “Buddy” Adams was wired
something like Mitch, and going into the big canyons was a
promising adventure. Buddy provided a Jeep station wagon, the
“governor’s cabin” at the Divisadero, and handled the bureaucratic
problems of gringos crossing to an unexplored Mexican area. Buddy
was a good camper. Typical: A year later some archeologists were
kidnapped by Sandanista terrorists in Nicaragua, and Buddy called
up to see if we (Buddy, Mitch, and I) wanted to go down and rescue
J. Collier “Buddy” Adams
them. We passed.
(w. sunglasses) cowcatching
I got a $300 travel grant from the Lamar State College Research
with Chris, Ab, & Hagen
Center. The grant was very impressive to read, about collecting
“microscopic and macroscopic oranisms” and reptiles and amphibians of every description. Most
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importantly, Lamar paid for the flatcars from Chihuahua to Creel and back. But I got a shouting, seven-page,
hand-written letter from Mitch questioning some of Lamar’s stipulations and why they didn’t say anything
about the work in ichthyology. The Lamar Biology Department quite logically requested that some of the
collected specimens be brought back for its perusal. Mitch’s response was “. . .who the hell is going to study
them—Ed Hayes [Dean of Sciences and Head of Biology Department at Lamar], whose ability to identify
organisms stops at the first couplet when the plant kingdom is separated from the animal kingdom?” In spite
of our reservations, we kept the grant money.
Mitch was the planner. He put all the people, equipment, and flatcars together and made it work. What
he came up with was the first large biological expedition into the barrancas after the completion of the
Chihuahua al Pacifico Railroad—Presidio-Ojinaga to Chihuahua to Los Mochis (c. 550 miles)— in 1961.
(Mexico began construction on the Chp, or Chepe, in 1863.) I am sure that other individuals and expeditions
explored the canyons before us, but I didn’t come across many records of scientific expeditions before we
made our trip.

Mitch giving the Jeeps
a final inspection
in Chihuahua
before we begin our
200 mile ride to
Creel and the
Barrancas del
Tarahumara

The Lamar crew drove from Beaumont to El Paso, crossed at Juarez, and then drove to Chihuahua City. The
gatherings were not without incident; the clutch in Mitch’s Jeep went out in downtown Chihuahua during
siesta time. We found our flatcar in a small village on the fringe of Chihuahua City. We drove the Jeeps on
board via a pair of nervous 2X12s, then camped alongside for the night, and waited for the Los Mochis train
to Creel to hook us up the next morning.
Dusty and I awoke early the next morning. We were always the early risers, so as soon as we got dressed
we headed into the nearby village for breakfast. We found a café where the cook was just getting his stove
started. We sat at a table and a waiter brought us some really bitter, yesterday’s coffee. Then we ordered the
usual Mexican breakfast, huevos revueltos, scrambled eggs. It seemed simple enough, until breakfast was
served. They brought out two scruffy looking glasses, each holding two raw eggs. “Huevos revueltos?” we
asked. “Si, Señor, huevos revueltos!” We decided that we were caught with a new Chihuahuan culinary
custom, so we put in some salt and pepper, stirred them up slightly, and drank them down. Those eggs were
not bad, and the coffee held them down until our stomachs settled.
The rest of the crew was stirring around when we got back to the flatcar. They asked about cafes, and
Dusty and I—amidst grins, winks, and subtle nudges— told them that there was a good cafe down the track
about a hundred yards. We went back with them to watch the show and told them—only when asked, of
course—the huevos revueltos were at the top of the breakfast menu for the day. They went in and promptly
ordered huevos revueltos, while Dusty and I were nearly in cramps leaning around and trying to keep from
laughing at what was coming up. It came up—and I’m a sonovabitch if the waiter didn’t bring those guys
plates of perfectly scrambled eggs with fried potatoes and black beans and tortillas on the side. And fresh
coffee!
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We never have figured that one out! I don’t think we ever told the crew about our “special” order of
huevos revueltos.
We had a wild ride in the two-hundred miles from
Chihuahua to Creel. The train had a passenger car, but I don’t
remember any of our crew using it, probably because they
didn’t pay for passenger-car seats. Most of the time we lounged
in our vehicles on the flatcar or walked the roofs of the boxcars.
Some of us climbed over the firebox and the engine and rode
shotgun over the cowcatcher. That was a thrill, almost as
exciting as walking on top of a boxcar and seeing a tunnel
coming up.
With some difficulty we unloaded the Jeeps at Creel and
spent the night, before heading out the next morning. Creel was
a small village, quite primitive, with dirt streets and some
passable saloons. The highlight of the Creel stop was watching
four citizens competing with Mexican Jumping Beans.
Our Cobre biological expedition was real. We were going
into a relatively unexplored area of the western world. The
barrancas of the Sierra Tarahumara had been pretty well
isolated before the railroad line was completed in 1961. The
Tarahumara was a mountain range in the Sierra Madre Occidental that was drained by six rivers cutting
through six canyons, creating a canyon system larger and deeper than the Grand Canyon. Our driving route
took us from Creel through Barranca Tararecua (we called it Barranca Tarahumara at the time), where we
encountered a ribbon-snake hatch of thousands in a
small pond by the road. That sight was almost worth
the trip.
We camped and collected a few days near the
Divisadero, the juncture of Barranca del Cobre and
Barranca Urique on the Continental Divide. Then we
went down the Urique to Barranca Batopilas and the
abandoned mining town of La Bufa. We didn’t travel
a long way as the crow flies, but the miles we drove
were arduous. And the country we saw was awe
inspiring in the original sense of the word, going
from scrubby brush and trees on the mountain tops to
tropical ferns and orchids in the bottom along the
streams.
We saw few of the Tarahumara Indians, but the
ones that we did catch a glimpse of were primitively
attired, with most of the men wearing breach clouts.
We had a Tarahumara guide in Cobre, and he wore a
breach clout with a beautiful woven belt (my Gibson
guitar is strapped with a Tarahumara belt.), plus a
leather jacket and a felt hat. Dusty reminded me that
we traded a box of matches and our own belts for the
Tarahumara belts. The Tarahumara were a marginal
tribe, and the few indigenes that we saw were furtive
and quick to disappear in the brush. They had been
enslaved by the Spanish copper miners and later by the Mexicans, who pushed them off the arable lands.
Now (2010), as I read on the web, they are “enslaved” by Mexican drug lords who force them to raise
marijuana and poppies. One can well understand their fears.
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We hunted the canyons and the mountain sides and sweated and panted in admiration of the Tarahumara
Indians who played a game of running at top speed and kicking a croquet-looking wooden ball from the
canyon beds to the mountain tops, not even stopping at night.

Dynamiting fish on the Río Urique and identifying and preparing snakes
We found and collected snakes in abundance, great long snappish whip snakes and racers, a species of
banded king snake, black-tailed and twin-spotted and the little, banded rock rattlers, and glossies, and what
the hell is that snake?! I was supposed to be the herpetologist, but Roger Shoemake and I both spent much
time studying the snake keys. Don Hagen caught a diamond back as big around as a firehose. Roger
accumulated a large plastic bucket filled with lizards, swifts, skinks, and “horny toads.” Speaking of which
toads, Roger also found a few real toads, none of which were in any of our herp books. That was frustrating.
Donald Hagen, Mitch’s UT buddy in ichthyology, had us stopping and seining every body of water we
passed. One of Hagen’s projects was to get a fish sample from both sides of the Continental Divide.
Unfortunately, Hagen forget his sack of rotenone, the usual fish poison. Dusty said that Hagen bought some
sticks of dynamite from the foreman of the Batopilas mines. The dynamite was effective. We dynamited fish
from waters running both ways, east and west, off the Continental Divide. We blasted; then everybody
jumped in the water and started picking up stunned fish, many of which sank to the bottom.
In one hole the dynamite didn’t go off. We waited around for a while; then I dove down and got the
dynamite and threw it out. Later reflection convinced me that I had done a dumb thing and that if any of my
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grandsons had done that, I would have worn them out! But Hagen got enough fish for a chapter in his
dissertation, so I guess it was worth it.
We had a 20 gauge shotgun which Mitch brought along for collecting birds and bats. He and Dusty shot a
few birds. I remember looking at a dead parrot one of them brought in. But the shotgun was of little use, and
never did justify the trouble we had, getting it across the border.
Mitch did collect some bats from the abandoned silver-mine shafts in La Bufa in Batopilas Canyon.
Dusty told the story of the bat collecting. I was not with that crew. They had found several leaf-nosed bats
and a few vampires in one of the mine shafts. They caught some leaf-nosed bats, and Mitch had finally
caught a vampire which was crawling on the floor and had hidden under a rock. That vampire changed the
course of our expedition. Later that day, during a lecture on bats in general and vampires in particular, the
vampire in hand turned and bit Mitch severely in the thumb. Unfortunately, the vampire not only gashed his
captor, but he escaped in the surprise of the moment. The bat’s escaping was bad because that meant Mitch
had to get back to civilization and medical help and begin the series of rabies shots in the stomach. He
returned to UT and Austin.
As Dusty and I remember, we were within two days of returning to Creel, so Buddy Adams packed up
half the crew in his Jeep station wagon and started back in to Creel with Mitch that afternoon. They drove
through the night, and Mitch caught the train out of Creel to Chihuahua the next morning and flew from there
to Austin to begin his inoculations.
Dusty, Hagen, Roger, and I stayed behind with El
Jeep Rojo. We cleaned up the campsite, took care of
some specimens, and then spent the next two days
collecting in a casual drive back to Creel.
It was pleasant to be among a few, rather than many.
I say that because I caused an uncomfortable situation
among the crew. I had brought along three Lamar
students, as an overload on the trip. I was so uptight and
conscious of my responsibility for them that I did not
treat them well. As a result, we became at odds, and our
disagreement spilled over for a couple of days and
troubled the general tenor of the crew. I am sorry that I
did not handle that situation with more wisdom and
maturity. Field crews are delicate associations and must
be happy with, responsible for, and considerate to each
other in order to do their tasks safely and well—and
enjoyably. And a field trip, particularly this Barranca del
Cobre trip, is always a once-in-a-lifetime treasure and
Dusty at the mining town of La Bufa
not to be spoiled by personal pettiness and inadequacies.
in Batopilas Canyon, Chihuahua
Two episodes on the way back to Creel remain vivid
in my mind.
The rains came and we had to cross a wide, rushing stream that had just been a trickle on the way out.
Hagen and Roger wanted to stop and wait for the water to go down. Dusty wanted to roll and informed us all
that crossing was “a piece of cake,” and that all we needed to think about was keeping our feet off the
floorboard. Our feet were well off the flooded floorboard when the Jeep drowned out in the middle of the
stream. The “dry feet” item was shot to hell as we fell off into the two-foot-plus deep water and pushed the
Jeep far enough that the distributor was out of the water. Dusty dried off the points, and victoriously (to him)
drove us up to where the road was on dry land. The other remembrance was finding a great shelter cave near
the road that evening and camping luxuriously that night in cool, dry quarters.
We met the crew in Creel. Don Hagen, the only one of us who spoke any Spanish, lined us up with
another flatcar, and again we tight-roped both Jeeps onto the car and chained them down. Most of us had
supper and a few beers, and unrolled our sleeping bags in “downtown Creel” alongside the flatcar, waiting
for the next morning’s train.
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Hagen, thoroughly pissed at Dusty, who is drying off the
distributor points, and Roger and Dusty in dry clothes
in a warm, dry shelter cave fixing supper
Dusty decided to see what was happening that night in one of the all-purpose cantinas on Creel’s
outskirts. There he found a buddy that he had met at the La Bufa mine in Batopilas Canyon—and wondered
how the man had gotten back to Creel before he arrived in a Jeep. Dusty “bonded” with his Batopilas buddy
as soon as the Mexican offered to buy him a beer. The barkeep was a bit slow in getting Dusty’s beer, so
Buddy pulled out his .45 automatic (rural Mexicans dote on Colt .45 automatics!) and blew an impressive
hole in the wall behind her. The plaster flew and the customers hit the floor. Dusty could tell that the barkeep
was unhappy about the Mexican’s attitude, but the beer did arrive soon thereafter.
Dusty and his miner buddy, who had started drinking at sun-up, continued with their few pleasantries
over drinks. Then the Mexican asked Dusty if he had a favorite song that he wanted the mariachi band to
play. Dusty should have known better, but he said that he would love to hear the strains of “La Paloma” as
played and sung by the Creel Mariachi Minstrels. His buddy immediately shouted above the cantina’s din to
get the band leader’s attention. The mariachi jefe, who was bombed but not bonded, failed to respond
immediately. He was also drunk enough not to have heard the Colt .45’s previous request. The buddy,
incensed by the mariachi’s insensitivity, grabbed Dusty’s bottle by the neck and launched it toward the
bandstand. His aim had not been affected by his alcohol. He bounced the half-filled bottle off the mariachi’s
head. The jefe lost his hat but not a note, and smoothly segued into Dusty’s requested rendition of “La
Paloma.” The bonded buddy, always concerned with Dusty’s welfare, and realizing that it was Dusty’s bottle
(with some beer left) that he had thrown, reached down the bar and lifted a full bottle of Corona from a
patron’s hand and gave it to Dusty. Dusty thanked the patron for the beer but got little response.
During a lull in the conversation, the Batopilas Buddy pointed to the line of marketable “ladies” seated
around the cantina dance floor. He asked Dusty if he wanted to dance. Dusty, by this time certain that he
could dance better than Fred Astaire and that the line of “ladies” was on the runway in a Mexican-Miss
America contest, nodded in affirmation. Whereupon, the Buddy crossed the floor, took a young lady by the
hand, and brought her back to Cut-a-Rug Rhodes. Thus, the tie between Dusty and his Mexican friend
strengthened as the Bonded Batopilas Buddies from Bufa (like the “Ding-Dong Daddies from Dumas”)
continued their night of beer, broads, and ballads.
This was the same night that someone stole Dusty’s cap. Dusty, however, claims that sometime during
Creel’s early morning hours, at eight-thousand-plus feet altitude on September 7 of 1962—just before the
cock crowed!—his Batopilas Buddy from Bufa sprouted horns and hoofs and disappeared with a Satanic
shriek in a puff of sulphurous smoke, taking Dusty’s memory (and cap) of much of that night with him.
Dusty made The Sign of the Cross and was able to escape with his soul still intact, but even now, fifty years
later, Dusty still can’t remember much of what happened that night. So what do you think? A miracle, surely!
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Nor do I, who slept through this epic event, remember much about returning to Chihuahua, the States,
and home. I’ve pulled the thorns from the Barranca del Cobre memories and have retained mental images
only of the grandeur of the Tarahumara canyons and the new and exciting adventures and people that were
afforded me on that trip.
I thank Bob Mitchell for the grand experience of the Barranca del Cobre trip. He gave me the
opportunity.
The next time I saw Mitch, in Austin on the way home, he greeted me with, “Yes, I was bitten by a
vampire bat.” Then he raised his “caped” left arm just below eye level and hissed like Bela Lugosi, “But it
didn’t hurt me none.”

Dusty, looking for something
to shoot

Mitch, scaring hell out of everybody!

Packed, loaded and heading back to Chihuahua and Texas. What a trip!
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6. Caving Time: The 1960s and ‘70s
The 1960s and ‘70s was caving time for Mitch and Dusty and me—and for a herd of Texas spelunkers.
Mitch got his Ph.D. at UT with a dissertation on cave biology in 1965, and his early academic research was
mainly with biospeleology. Dusty and I were his support system. Caving was our life’s greatest adventure.

We didn’t take any long south-of-the-border trips in 1964.
Mitch was teaching at UT at that time and working on his dissertation. He visited us at Lamar a couple
of times and brought his students over for snake catching in the southeast Texas swamps and bayous. We had
a passel of herps of all varieties during those years before the snake drouth, and Mitch and his students went
back to UT with sacks full of reptiles and amphibians to post and pickle.
One remembrance of Mitch’s trips: A banded natrix had slid off the bank at a sump pond near
Spindletop. Mitch waded in to show his students how to catch and safely handle a swimming snake. He
grabbed the snake by the hips with his right hand and brought it out of the water, sliding his left hand down
the body toward the head. Only the snake didn’t cooperate. It slid out of his left hand and then proceeded to
chew up Mitch’s right arm like a kid with an ear of corn. Mitch shrieked unmanfully and automatically flung
the snake in our direction, clearing the bank quicker’n a minner can swim a dipper. Professorially, Mitch said
that he hoped they learned by demonstration and observation how not to handle a snake in water.
I also well remember one morning in the ’64 fall semester when I had just arrived at the Lamar campus
at about 7:30 am. I was getting out of my car when Mitch drove up. He was harried looking and bug-eyed
from driving the five hours from Austin. “I’ve blown my dissertation,” were his words of greeting. As a new
Ph.D. who had recently struggled through a dissertation, that was the worst sort of news I could hear.
When we got to my office he gave me the news. He was doing a population-density study of cave beetles
(Rhadine subterranea, for those who are interested) at Beck’s Ranch Cave near Round Rock. I don’t
remember the statistical formula, but he was catching the beetles, marking and releasing them, and then
going back and catching them again, to see what percentage of the newly caught were marked. Don’t ask me
how, but he could get a close count of the population that way. Anyhow, the night before he arrived at Lamar
he found out that the nail polish that he had been using to mark the beetles was coming off of some of them.
The result was that all of his statistics went to hell and all the work that he had been doing toward his
dissertation was now worthless.
Mitch would have had a real hissy fit if he had had an audience that night. Instead, he had left Beck’s
Cave at about two a.m. and had driven to Beaumont, I guess because he knew that I would be completely
sympathetic with his problem. He recuperated around Beaumont a couple days, drank a few beers, danced
with a few of his old students and friends, and went back to UT to somehow finish his dissertation and get
his Ph. and D. the following year, in 1965.
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Mitch showed up again at the annual snake hunt on the Pecos that spring. Mitch had created the annual
Pecos field trips his first spring at Lamar, in 1958. This year he was teaching a UT biology field class at Port
Aransas. When he finished his morning class, he hopped in his car and drove all across Texas to Comstock
on the Rio Grande where we were camped. We visited that evening and he had supper with the crew, most of
whom were his former biology students at Lamar. He stayed till about midnight, when the kids started
sackin’ out. Then he got in his car and drove back to Port Aransas to meet his next morning’s class. Go
figure the mileage—300 miles, mas o menos, both ways.

Students settling
down and
camping out at
the annual snake
hunt on the Pecos,
which Mitch
originated

Mitch wrote the following report of one midnight ride back to Port Aransas.
“I had the damnedest trip to Port Aransas that you can imagine.… As you might guess I dead on my ass
driving in. Between Del Rio & Eagle Pass—56 miles—I slept. Every time I opened my eyes to look at the
speedometer I was going 75, but it took 2 hours to drive that 56 miles. It beats hell out of me what happened.
“I had some wonderful hallucinations around sunrise. This was so great I’m thinking about trying it
again. I slammed on the brakes once to keep from hitting a truck which wasn’t even there.
“The only thing that saved my hide was finding that [indigo] snake… That furnished the necessary
adrenaline to get in on. I first saw it I thought that it was just another figment. We both went over a bridge
railing and into the creek below. He never tried to bite. I haven’t measured it accurately yet but it’s close to
seven feet.”
Mitch was a fine writer and he loved to write. After one drive from Beaumont to Austin, he wrote a
fifteen-page, hand-written story of the trials and tribulations (and there were many!) on the road from five
p.m. till two a.m. And when he resigned his position at Lamar in August 14, 1964, he wrote a six-page,
typed, single-spaced letter to President F. L. McDonald, scorching biology department head Ed Hayes for
forcing him to resign.—I never was convinced that Mitch really had his heart set on returning to Lamar. I
wanted him to, so that we could continue our adventures, but I always felt that he wanted to return to
Lubbock and Texas Tech.
Mitch was in his last year at UT in ’64 and had only to finish his dissertation to get his Ph.D. His leave
was up and he said that he was ready to come back to Lamar and begin his professional career. But Ed Hayes
believed that all a college teacher needed was a stack of textbooks and a classroom; he did not understand
that a good college professor was an explorer, learner and searcher as well as a teacher. Oversimplifying
considerably, the basis for the disagreement was the denial of Mitch’s request to introduce a new biology
course and denial of requests for specialized equipment—which calculators and computers were then.
Mitch’s letter to McDonald was quite restrained and very reasonable, logical, and convincing, and Ed
was arrogant and ignorant and completely consistent with the stifling academic attitude and I.Q. of Lamar’s
administrative personnel at the time. The administrators were still junior college directors, holding classes in
South Park High School. Needless to say, Ed and I had a strained relation thereafter. So, Mitch sent his list of
particulars and resigned. The educational tragedy was that Lamar lost a great professor.
Attention, kin and/or friend! At this point in my writing I digressed. I broke the coherence—the Flow!—
but I paused to talk about the research and writing of this chapter. I am historically oriented and try to stay
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with a chronological linearity, but I changed the specific subject at this point. When I get through with this
side trip, I will inform you, and we can get back within the chronological flow.
What I’ve been doing these past couple of months, since Linda Mae and Sharon scattered Mitch’s ashes
off the mile-high Devil’s River Bridge, is reading the letters of his that I kept. (I suggested putting the ashes
in banana splits and serving them up to his old spelunking crews, but that was not an option.) Mitch’s writing
sounded just like his talking, particularly in those letters of the ‘60s that he wrote in longhand. I went through
a batch of them one night and was still reading at about two in the morning. I slipped a dimension and began
hearing his voice. He stayed with me into my dreams and was still haunting me until I got to work at the
office the next morning. It was downright mystical!
One thing he said in a letter, “Speaking of letting you know when anything comes up, I simply don’t
have the time to write that many letters.”
I’ve read through the stack of Mitch’s letters that I’ve saved, and wished I had saved more. And I’ve
gone through every publication that I had on hand from the office of the Association for Mexican Cave
Studies. I’ve read so many trip reports that I can feel them—the mud, and the smells and the fatigue—and the
thrill of swinging in to new caves and seeing new formations and finding new life. I can’t pack all that gear
down a slick-assed, muddy-rock trail back into a cave now, nor can I climb a rope out of a deep pit—or a
shallow pit, for that matter. But I can remember that I did that for nearly twenty years, and I can joy in the
remembrance that I was a small part of a great adventure.
I’m remembering driving down a mountain road between Mante and Valles and seeing a Jeep coming
alongside to pass us. The fact that nobody was at the wheel aroused our curiosity. Then it dawned on us that
the Jeep was ours and had come loose from the tow bar. Mitch speeded up, got ahead of the Jeep, and then
gently slowed down until we made contact and got it stopped. That was plenty cool! — This remembrance is
questionable.
What got me started reading trip logs was reading Bill Elliott’s 2004 edition of “Chronicle of
Speleology in the Sierra de Guatemala, Tamaulipas, Mexico.” That is a fun read! Not as complete in detail as
most of the AMCS reports, but equally as vivid and exciting.
We have mercifully forgotten what kind of vehicles we drove down to the Sierra Madre Oriental. I’ve
already told you about chiseling a frozen lug nut off El Jeep Rojo with a ballpeen hammer and a screw driver
in a cloud-forest deluge. And just about every trip log I read was punctuated with flat tires and broken
steering knuckle bearings and blown U-joints and fractured fuel pumps, just to start a list.
Sometimes the vehicles made it to the caves but couldn’t make it back. One caver realized he couldn’t
make it back to Texas on his tires, a new set of which would cost more than the car was worth, so he gave it
to his friends who were staying behind. The friends couldn’t sell the car but they were able to trade it for a
burro. The burro lasted until a drunk kicked it and broke its leg and they had to put the burro down. The
drunk’s family, feeling guilt, gave the cavers a goat! That’s coming down!
Cavers came on bicycles and motorcycles. Some hitchhiked or used local transportation, the Flecha Roja
and taxis—and burros. They had found their paradise, mountain ranges laced with caves and sótanos to
satisfy their every adventurous desire. And the cavers came. Cathy Rountree wrote about the flow of cavers
into Mexico in the following verse, which was published in the July ’79 AMCS Newsletter. First and last
verses only:
Vibram prints upon the path.
The cavers are in town!
Bleached out bodies at the bath.
The cavers are in town!
Do they come for buried jewels?
Is there oil in hidden pools?
Are they mad or only fools?
The cavers are in town.
They come each year, like summer’s rains.
The cavers are in town!
Like clouds of locusts o’er the plains.
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The cavers are in town!
We tried to frighten them away,
Cut ropes, wrote laws, but still they stay.
At least we’ve learned to make it pay
When cavers are in town.
THESE ARE REAL CAVERS!

The AMCS’s first descent into El Sótano de El Barro, Querétaro, at 1462 feet, straight down.
Back row: Logan McNatt, Tom Wright, David Honea, Terry Raines, Peter Strickland, Frank Binney,
Craig Sainstott, Craig Bittinger. Front: Blake Harrison, John Fish, Jan Lewis, Roy Jameson, Steven
Bittinger, and Donna Atkinson. From AMCS Newsletter, III, 5, July 1972.
I think that too little attention has been given Bob Mitchell for arousing the interest in the caves of the
Sierra Madre Oriental. I realize from reading Elliott and others that biologists and geologists had studied the
caves and their biology before 1960, but the mass invasion of spelunkers did not come until after 1960.
After we “discovered” Sótano de Huitzmolotitla in 1959, Mitch was yearning to go into it, but early on
he was talking about getting the Texas cavers to go and lead the way because they had more experience than
we did. Sometime toward the end of ’59, however, he disappointedly came back from an Austin trip and told
me that he couldn’t get any of the Texas cavers interested in our Huitzmolotitla sótano, so we had better go
by ourselves. I don’t think we would have used the winch and cable technique had Mitch been able to talk at
length with some deep pit cavers. Pit cavers were probably still using prusik knots. jumars did not come on
the market till 1958.
From what I remember, the first person to become interested enough to make a trip south was James
Reddell. Bill Elliott lists James and two others as going down to Gómez Farias in May-June 1964. T.R.
Evans (AMCS IV, 1, Feb ’73) tells about going to caves and sótanos around Orizaba in June 1962 and
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returning in November of that year with Terry Raines, James Reddell, and Bill Russell. I’ll need to check the
records on that.
Attention, kinfolks! I have finished my digression. I am now returning to the chronological flow. I
think that I pick up the flow in 1965.
Oops! This is another digression, because it doesn’t have anything to do with Mitch or caving.
In 1964 the Texas Herpetological Society met in Falfurrias, on the
fence-line of the King Ranch. That was the greatest snake hunt I ever
attended. I never saw so many snakes, of all kinds, particularly diamond
backs. At night, when we drove the dirt and asphalt roads, we saw a
snake crossing the road just about every hundred yards or less. At showand-tell time on the last day of the meeting, the students—and I!—saw a
greater variety of snakes than we had ever seen before. At the end of the
hunt, we scattered and released most of the snakes. I brought a beautiful
bull snake back for the Lamar “zoo.” Deedy wanted to keep it as a pet.
Twenty years later Hazel and I went to a Texas Folklore Society in
Falfurrias. We drove the roads as sunset, at night, and the next morning
early. We did not see a single snake. — End of digression.
We made a few trips to Texas caves in ’63 and ‘64, but our first
serious trip to the Mexican caves after Huitzmolotitla was in August
of 1965, soon after we had both made major moves of our families and
all our worldly junk and possessions. I moved from Beaumont to SFA
(Stephen F. Austin University) in Nacogdoches, and Mitch passed his
French exam, finished his doctorate, and moved to Lubbock and Texas
Tech. We must have had tremendous energy to make that trip the same
summer we both made the major move of our lives. For both of us the
Deedy and pet bull snake
moves required adjustments in life styles. Mitch’s later comment (4 Mar
‘66): “It’s been so long now since I’ve told anyone to eat it that it’s begining to have adverse affects. I speak
to old ladies and crap like that. I haven’t told any of my fine colleagues to kiss my ass yet; well, only a
couple of times but I smiled and they knew I didn’t really mean it.”
On top of “major adjustments,” Mitch wrote about the Jeep: “. . .the sob blew up on me the other day—
ruined the crankshaft, etc. Having no money I put a lot of crap together in the shape of an engine & stuck it
back in.” He hoped it would hold up long enough to make the trip.
We did have major professional motivation, or at least Mitch did on that ’65 trip. For me caving was my
shot at high adventure. Mitch was helping Charles Mohr put together The Life of the Cave, a book contracted
to McGraw-Hill Book Company and finally published in 1966. Mitch ultimately contributed twenty pictures,
some of the largest and most dramatic in the book (I sold them a picture of Mitch). And he and Rexell spent
time in New York, working on the book’s format and layout. Mohr’s formal acknowledgements begins with
“The publisher is particularly grateful to Robert W. Mitchell of Texas Technological College for assisting the
editors in selecting photographs, for providing many of the photographs, and for offering valuable criticism
of the text.” When we crossed the border in ’65, Mitch was looking for cave pictures to shoot for McGrawHill.
After one trip to N.Y. Mitch wrote of the editors: “That’s really a frantic bunch up there. I imagine like
the poof bird they’ve finally rushed up their own assholes and disappeared (4 Mar 66).”
For some reason Dusty couldn’t make it in ‘65, so it was just Mitch and I and El Jeep Rojo and driving
during the midnight hours. I usually got sleepy and woozy during those times. Mitch, who came alive with
the hoot owls, drove the road and sang “Precious Jewel” and “Fraulein” and quoted “Annabelle Lee” in toto.
We got a lot of work done in the caves in that ’65 trip. Mitch shot over seven hundred pictures. Also
we stayed at a tourist court a couple of nights instead of camping out because Mitch had to have a place to
photograph and to keep his animals out of the August heat. He wrote, “I don’t want to break your heart, but
we’ll have to set up inside once or twice to photograph. But we can carry in some rocks & thorns to sleep on
the floor (22 July ‘65).”
Except that first night in the El Abra when we camped at the mouth of Las Grutas de Quintero, a
vampire bat cave.
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The cross at Las Grutas de Quintero

Rimstone pools, 1965, now absent from Quintero

I don’t remember whether it was the cross or the bats or the graffiti or the rains, but I never really
enjoyed Quintero. It had long passages with beautiful stair-stepped pools of water and long chambers with an
infinite variety of stalactites and stalagmites and other impressive cave formations. Perhaps I was put off by
the cross in the entrance chamber. It was off to the left as you entered. It was large—ten or twelve feet
high—and it was covered with vampire bat crap from a colony that hung unwelcoming in a cone above the
cross. I think that shitty cross—and the graffiti on the wall behind!—cast a pall on first-time Quintero
visitors that was hard to get over. And Mexicans were still mining guano from Quintero.
Also, I think I was put off Quintero by the camping conditions. In August ’65 it was raining. Mitch and I
both slept most uncomfortably in the jeep rather than tempt the appetites of the vampires lodged therein. The
next time we came we slept more comfortably in the dry shelter of the vampire’s cave mouth. Mitch said,
“Screw ‘em if they can’t take a joke!”
But we worked our asses off in a half a dozen caves collecting animals and shooting pictures of Mitch
shooting pictures. Then we would drive to Valles, take care of the day’s catch, and set up for photo sessions
which went way into the night.

Mitch shot a lot of pictures, day and night, for
The Life of the Cave
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1965
Life of the Cave
trip
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On one occasion, we left shooting about midnight to go and get a beer, at my insistence but against
Mitch’s better judgment. We found a cantina open and in full swing and sat at a table and had a couple of
beers. For some reason the atmosphere was not friendly, and as we headed out three guys blocked our way at
the door. Mitch said, “Oh shit!” And I said “Let’s get out of here!” We shoved through them without getting
hammered somehow and beat a hurried retreat back to the Jardin. Mitch was out of the mood by that time to
do any more photography, and he blamed me, rightfully so. He got over it.
Dusty made the trip in 1966, as did Vernon Colvin, one of Mitch’s grad students. Four of us and
caving gear in El Jeep Rojo. And I can tell you the names of the caves we went in because Mitch sent me the
list, knowing that I didn’t concentrate and forgot names: “La Gruta de Quintero—the cross; La Cueva del El
Pachón—the vampire landed on your shoulder; El Sótano del Arroyo—fer de-lance; La Cueva de los
Sabinos—where we took the vampire pictures; El Sótano de la Tinaja—the cable ladder drop, the SCUBA
episode, dead on our ass, etc.; La Cueva de Taninul—behind the Hotel; La Cueva Chica—where we first
caught fish.”

1966 Crew Pic:
Ab, Mitch, guide,
Vernon Colvin,
Dusty

I told about camping at Quintero the year before, in ‘65. This year, when we came out of Quintero we
were so bushed that we threw our sleeping bags down on the soft, dry earth near the cave’s mouth and dared
a vampire to light on us. We would have sucked his blood!
Mitch shot plenty of vampire pix in La Cueva de El Pachón. He stirred up one batch while he was taking
pictures, and one landed on my shoulder. I’m sure my shoulder turned dead white and went into shock. I
didn’t move for a while—really, until it moved. Then I moved with such speed and alacrity that I left the bat
hanging in the air.
El Sótano del Arroyo was a deep cave with several drops. Somewhere down near the bottom (for us)
Mitch and I were hunting together. Dusty and Vernon were somewhere else. Mitch was standing by a goodsized pond of water when I came around a bend. He said, “Ab, look down by my foot.” I did. What I saw
looked like a pile of rotating cockroaches at first. Then I focused and saw that it was a coiled pile of snake,
slowly unwinding, a long, five-feet-or-more snake of the fer-de-lance tribe. Long fangs, large poison sac—a
bad-tempered reptile.
We sat and studied the reptile for a while. It was gaunt, even for a snake, and moving slowly, and we
figured that it must have been washed back in the cave and was having trouble finding food. We decided to
take it back with us. I caught it and we tried getting it into a small 6x12 inch ruck sack that Dusty had given
us. It’s hard to get all of a five-foot fer-de-lance in a one-foot sack. We gave up and turned it loose, and the
next time I held the sack and Mitch held the snake. Getting it in was difficult enough, with its tail continually
whipping out. Turning it loose was the problem. We ended up with the sack on the ground and much of the
snake in the sack with Mitch’s hand. We discussed the ridiculousness of what we were trying to do to the
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point that we were semi-hysterical with laughter. Our solution was that Mitch would loose the snake and jerk
his hand out of the sack as I brought a stick down and slammed the sack mouth shut. The timing was all! If I
brought the stick down too soon, Mitch’s hand would be trapped inside the sack at the mercy of the fer-delance. I explained to him that in that case he would have to go on the offensive, make his fingers into great
fangs, and intimidate the snake until we could get our timing down better and our stick better positioned.
Well, it was funny at the time.
The snake finally gave up and we sacked him took him topside. To
our disappointment and in spite of our great care, the snake was
dead—trauma, starvation, laughter? Our guide was more than satisfied
with the snake’s condition.
Mitch’s field notes (highly abbreviated): “27 Aug 66 Saturday Left
for Rancho del Cielo. — Trip of 8 miles to Ranch required bout 3
hours. Road very bad and steep.”
[Dusty’s notes: “One memory is the “endless” muddy section in
the road where Bob “Ran at it” several times, determined to plow
through it and finally did—at the expense of trashing the
generator/water pump belt which was repaired with a roll of duct tape.”
[29 Jul ’10]
The fer-de-lance of Arroyo
“29 Aug 66 Monday Went to Mine Cave. — Collected (Dub) an
eyeless scorpion.”
“30 Aug 66 Tuesday Returned to Mine Cave for another search for scorpions. Ab found one.”
“El Sótano de la Tinaja—the cable ladder drop—the SCUBA episode, dead on our asses, etc.” Tinaja
was a bitch, beginning with a cable ladder that was invented to humiliate spelunkers and make them look
awkward. Also we were carrying scuba gear so Mitch could dive in his search for blind cave shrimp. The
main thing I remember about the scuba gear—which we didn’t even use!—was getting it across a steep mud
slide that dropped off into the pit of hell.
I had gone first and was about two-thirds across
and digging hand and toe holds. Mitch was loaded with
gear and creeping fearfully and belly down about half
way across. Dusty was standing on dry ground with the
air tank and hollering for us to hurry up. Mitch and I
were both cussin’ Dusty, if you can believe it. Then, in
a fit of maniac impatience and misdirected energy,
Dusty started a running tromp across the mud slide.
Unfortunately, he made it to the other side, striding
over Mitch and me, still pasted to the mud. We would
have beaten him with sticks if we could have reached
him, but by the time we had inched our bodies across
the slippery slope we were too tired to care. Dusty
explained that his maneuver was plotted on the same
plan as going barefooted through a patch of goatheads:
Big trouble on the road to Rancho Cielo
haul ass! We pointed out his kinship with a Christmas
turkey.
“Hey, Mitch, what was the name of that cave where we ran out of rope?” It would piss him off royally
when I forgot the name of a cave where something happened. I always explained that caving was my
avocation, not my vocation. I displayed my bear-trap memory by quoting lines from Shakespeare.
To the tale about when we ran out of rope in Tinaja: Mitch, Dusty, Vernon, and I went into Tinaja where
Mitch had been told there were troglobitic shrimp. No scuba gear on this descent. We kept tying off and
going down and still hadn’t hit water when we ran out of rope. We had Vernon untie and throw us the rope,
and we left him on a ledge with a candle for company and instructions not to masturbate while we were gone
or he wouldn’t get his degree.
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We made one more rope drop and landed on a ledge
about twelve feet above a very promising pond of water
than ran off into a long dark tunnel. Mitch just had to
hunt that pond of water! “Perfect for crustaceans,” he
said. The problem was getting down to it without a rope.
We solved the problem by making a human ladder. I held
on to a rock, Dusty hung on to my pants legs and ankles,
and Mitch stripped to his jockies and started to climb
down us. We soon realized there were gravitational
forces we had not reckoned with. I was having trouble
hanging on to this stalagmite stump. Dusty was losing
his grip on me. Mitch when he felt the cold water,
The quarters at Rancho del Cielo
screamed and started climbing back up Dub’s leg. Dusty
hollered, “Let go!” because Mitch was pulling his pants
off. Finally, Dusty reached down with his other foot and peeled Mitch off his leg. Mitch splashed in and
skimmed across that cold water like a Jesus spider. He didn’t even get his navel wet.
Shivering and blue with cold, Mitch searched fruitlessly for blind shrimp for thirty minutes.
The returning was not quite as bad as the going, although we did have to put up with Mitch’s shrieks and
obscenities when the water got up to his testicles. It was quite humorous and entertaining really. Dusty and I
again assumed the positions, and this time Mitch made the journey up and out handily and rapidly. He spent
very little time thanking us for our help. — What was the name of that cave? Oh yes, that was Tinaja.
We had caught blind cave fish (Astyanax) in La
Cueva Chica on earlier trips. This was the beginning
of Mitch’s most productive academic cave research.
Or maybe one of the most productive. Whatever the
case, we toted a lot of plastic bottles with blind fish
out of caves that year and the following. Also we
seined the ponds topside and found the earthling
cousins of the cave fish. I was much impressed by
the fish work that we did during the late ‘Sixties and
early ‘Seventies. And the most dramatic layout in
The Life of the Cave was Mitch’s double-page spread
with the head of the Mexican blind fish on one side
and its surface relative on the other (pp.182-183).
That 1966 trip was a doozy! We all worked well
together. I heard from Mitch regularly that fall. Most
Seining for Astyanax aboveground
of the time he was bitching about McGraw-Hill not
sending their last payment. I received one letter in November that I could barely read. He had broken his
right hand in a brawl and suffered a broken rib. On top of that, a week later and coming out of the shower, he
bent over to pick up a bar of soap, and backed into the bathroom stove. He had a Roman numeral three
branded on his left cheek. He said that it was “was almost too much to bear.”
The year 1966 also was a time of tragedy for El Abra cavers. Our old friend from Tlamaya, Modesto
Gómez Saldivar, was killed in an automobile accident while returning from Ciudad Valles. His El Rancho de
Huitzmolotitla was our campground in 1959, when we first met him and his family, and in 1960, when we
went into El Sótano de Huitzmolotitla. He was a friend to cavers and hosted them in their explorations: “Mi
casa es su casa.” Sr. Gómez pointed the way to Sótano de Tlamaya, the deepest pit of its time. The rancho
was sold soon after, and the family dispersed, La Señora dying of cancer soon thereafter. The Gómez family
is warm in our hearts.
The biologist who was to become one of Europe’s most respected biospeleologists made the trip
with us in 1967. He was Dr. Pierre Strinati, then a professor at the University of Geneva, Switzerland.
Strinati, who had received his doctorate from the University of Toulouse, France, in 1965, did his
dissertation on Swiss cave fauna, went on to study cave fauna in Samoa, Mauritius, the Malay Peninsula after
several trips to Mexico, Texas, and the Southwest with Mitch. He later published A Guide to Caves in
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Western Europe, and was honored by the naming of Strinati’s Cave Salamander (Speleomantes strinati). A
Pierre Strinati is presently (2010) listed in Geneva as a professional photographer of nudes. If he is our
Pierre, he was a man of hidden talents!

Pierre Strinati of Geneva
Pierre, James Reddell, Ab on road to Cielo

Strinati was a man of talents, but he was also a mite awkward and clumsy when navigating a cave. And
one memory—I wonder why!—was of Strinati’s sliding down a mud slope and knocking my camera bag and
contents for a loop. Also, in these hot El Abra caves he wore heavy coveralls where we would have gone
naked if we could. We all got along all right, but we did make comments on his clothes. Strinati, however,
wasn’t bothered by such and might well have worn the same outfit in the South Pacific.
We remember Pierre Strinati, and we remember Rancho del Cielo, Tamaulipas, and the tortuous road up
to it, accessible only on foot or by El Jeep Rojo in four-wheel drive—and still struggling. Mitch favored the
caves of Rancho del Cielo, and we made several trips there, including 1966, ’67, ’68, and ‘71. James Reddell
pointed Mitch in that direction. James had discovered El Cielo in 1964, when he was the first of the cavers to
find the place, and its rich caves, and its welcoming host. Rancho del Cielo was in a virgin cloud forest in the
eastern Sierra de Guatemala, and was managed by Frank Harrison, a Canadian who had lived there since the
mild-‘Forties and had made the area into a center of biological research. The cavers’ time with Harrison was
short, however. He was murdered in 1966 by outlaw members of the Mexican Agrarian movement who
considered Harrison an impediment to their progress. Fortunately, he left Cielo to Texas Southmost College
in Brownsville to be used as a biological research station and a caver’s happy hunting ground.
Mitch wrote a couple of years later (30 Mar ’68) about driving the Cielo road at midnight when the
lights on the Jeep went out. They had just come through Gómez Farias, where everybody was toting heat and
talking about the armed Agrarian terrorists, roaming the jungles and looking for gringos: “It’s funny now, but
we were ready at any minute for a whole force of Agrarians to come bursting out of the trees swinging
machetes & screaming whatever Agrarians scream when they come bursting out of the trees swinging
machetes.”
According to Mitch’s log, we stayed at Rancho del Cielo for three days, then left for San Juan and La
Cueva del Infiernillo and some of its neighbors. We spent three more days collecting with Strinati in the
caves and returned to Texas.
Sometime later (12 Dec1967), Mitch wrote about Strinati and the trip: “I was just about to get pissed
watching that damned Strinati change clothes. I have yet to recover from that ordeal. James and I get down
and cry a lot and often about old Pierre and how we just about killed that poor bastard—and farting around,
too. We really should have pushed it once to show him what it’s usually like. Seriously, I was about to go
mad on that damned trip. That’s not the kind of trip that either of us like. I hope that you appreciate the fact
that there are damned few people that I care to spend any time with in the field.”
Mitch concluded that Strinati letter: “We got through the campus mail the other day a pile of shit from a
recently formed committee on English Usage. One suggestion was that our ‘bodily behavior should
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Mitch’s Little Cave Friends

Astyanax

Texas blind salamander

Dusty’s scorpion

Vinegaroon

Cave centipede

Pseudoscorpion

Surface centipede

Vampire bats

Ricinuleid with egg

Fer-de-lance

Mexican Freetail Bats leaving Frio Cave
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Japygid

Schizomid

Toyota and
Airstream
Olmec at
Villahermosa
Headquarters at
Cd. Valles
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harmonize with the substance of the presentation.’ I can’t wait until I get a chance to lecture on copulation in
sun spiders.”
These were the years when Mitch and I were going to write a caving book together. I was working with
Bill Wittliff of Encino Press at the time, and Bill thought a highly illustrated book about caving would be
marketable and so did we. I would have forgotten about the book plans had I not encountered references in
Mitch’s letter, like “When are we going to get started on the book?” I became editor of the Texas Folklore
Society books in 1971; that might have derailed us.
Dusty, James, Mitch and I made a 1968 trip. Again we
spent some time in El Cielo and then worked on down toward
Valles. I don’t remember many specifics about that trip, except
that we hit some boss caves and did some valuable collecting. I
do remember one cave that we spent a day in, but pardon me,
Mitch, I can’t remember its name. Dusty said that it was called
Sand Cave. I just remember that going in and coming out we
had to thread a needle on our bellies to get through the entrance
crack. On one short span, we had to let our breaths out in order
to pull ourselves through a tight crack with toes and fingernails.
Dusty had this to report on Sand Cave (July 20, ’10): “The
main tunnel entrance [to Sand Cave] was located in the ceiling
of the main cave opening on the right side. This entrance was
large enough for one person to squeeze through, but with not a
“Please, Mr. Custer, I don’t
lot of room to spare. After moving a few feet forward, crawling
wanta go!” Dub in Sand Cave
in single file, we came to a right-hand passage. We took the
passage, still crawling downward, single file. We never could
figure out how deep the passage was. However, we spent most of the day crawling downward, inspecting and
collecting. Occasionally we would reach a spot where we could sit up and rest. Eventually we decided there
was not real value in pursuing this venture and turned around to crawl out. We crawled for quite a distance
when my light went out. There was not enough room to get my arm around to inspect the battery terminal

Dub and Ab had had it with Mr. Bob’s &*#@ing cave animals!
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connection so Ab crawled forward and reconnected the wire to the battery, and once again I had light. We
continued on for some time and finally Bob commented that the scenery did not look familiar. We had
missed the turn to the outside and had to crawl backwards looking for the exit turn. Ab finally located it, and
we moved out of the cave into the darkness of the night outside. I was glad to be out of that little cave.”
Oh, yes, I remember another cave—
not its name; just its character—where we
began an incident. It was really a small
grotto, a hole in the wall, but it was the
home of a family of small, grey-green
parrots. We went parrot poaching. One bit
a hole in the side of my hand. We did,
however, catch four young parrots that
Mitch wanted to take home and raise. We
kept them in a cage or a box or something
during the rest of our Mexican tenure. The
problem arose when we were crossing the
border, over which Mexican parrots were
not allowed. Mitch solved the problem by
putting each parrot in a shipping tube and
placing it among his other legal
specimens. The parrots successfully
crossed the borderand became U.S.
Mitch, Ab, Dusty, and James at Cueva de la Florida
citizens.
during the ricinuleid study, 1968.
Somewhere in the Brasada north of
Brownsville as we were driving along,
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Mitch asked where the parrots were and how they were riding. I remember what followed quite well. We
found them on the hot, metal floorboard under a seat. They were roasted. I wish I could have canned Mitch’s
explosive response, the creative strength of it further roasting the birds and the cotton crop on both sides of
the highway. I can see him still, as he blasphemously launched those birds in tight spirals into the outer
darkness of the cotton patch. We had a quiet ride for several miles. With occasional but diminishing
outbursts. Dusty and I never mentioned the parrots again—ever!
The 1969 expedition was eventful and exciting from the first. Mitch and the crew were already in
Valles when I flew down to Tampico on May 28. I had a short but delightful lunch and walkabout in
Tampico before I caught the bus to Valles. I got to the Hotel Condesa about sundown and met this year’s
crew. Bill Russell was there, and Kenneth John from Pennsylvania, and Richard Albert M.D. and UT son
Tommy Albert. And Mitch and me. Richard and Tommy had come down from Kingsville in a four-place
Cessna, with which we were going to scout for caves.

Richard Albert and Mitch prepare for an aerial survey of the El Abra range.

We spent the first few days driving to
a cave or two (or three!) a day, did lots of
collecting and photographing. Everybody
got along fine, as far as I could see. Mitch,
Richard and I spent one day and part of
another flying the ranges, looking for
caves and sótanos. A wonderful
perspective to see the cloud forests and
cave mouths from the air! Richard was a
careful and a good pilot. I do remember
his taking us between two tall canyon
walls where it looked like the wings were
going to touch on both sides. I had a grand
time.
A couple of days later Mitch, Tommy,
and I went into Tinaja, looking for fish.
This was another long line to the bottom
and then a long walk to the blindCaving With Mitch, Cuevas Históricas 1
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The El Abra Range with large
sótanos on its cap, between
Ciudad Mante and Valles

The Needles and a cave that
we could not find [Sótano de
Malpaís—Richard explored it
later].

Sótano de las Golondrinas drops
1091 ft. and goes 1680 ft. deep.
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fish pools. We stayed longer than we had thought or planned and prusicked out around ten p.m. It was dark,
but we still had enough battery left for our headlights. We headed down this arroyo, certain that it was the
right avenue back to the Jeep. It wasn’t. We figured out that we were completely lost by about midnight, so
we stopped, built a fire, and spent a cold-rock night sleeping as much as we could. Tommy Albert was a
good camper.
We found our way out and made it back to the Jeep by ten a.m. and to the Hotel Condesa by noon. The
crew was wondering about us but not greatly concerned. Mitch got a call from one of his Tech faculty friends
just after we arrived. Someone had poisoned nine of the twelve tanks of blind fish he was working with in
his Tech lab. These were the fish he traveled a thousand miles to get, spent days in muddy caves searching
for, hauled out by climbing a rope, and got back to his Lubbock lab swimming alive.
When he told me about about the loss, he was upset but calm. That’s the way it was so many times with
Mitch. When he lost a pen or somebody got mud on a climbing rope—or his parrots were barbecued!—
Mitch could have a howling, hop-around, hissy fit. When he encountered a major catastrophe like rolling his
station wagon or exploding a Jeep engine—or losing his fish!—he responded with a stoic calm within which
he usually solved the problem. He didn’t solve anything about the poisoned fish, but he didn’t stop dipnetting them on this trip. He never said anything about the poisoned fish after he told me. I don’t think the
crew ever knew what had happened.
I caught the bus back to Tampico on June 2 and caught the plane on to Houston and Nacogdoches (Yes,
Nac had plane service then.). A couple of weeks later I received a thick brown envelope with a four-page,
single-spaced, hand-written letter from Richard Albert, a formal half-page letter Mitch had written to
Richard, and a newspaper clipping with a story headed, “Dr. Albert, Sons Survive Plane Crash in Mexico.”
The news story told about Richard’s plane crash in the mountains, a foodless, waterless three-day hike
out of the jungle to Chamal, catching the bus to Brownsville, and finally hitch-hiking to Kingsville and their
car. The story was an adventure in survival. Richard had sent Mitch the newspaper story, which was loaded
with errors and misinformation.
Although the Mitchells and the Alberts had been long-time family friends, visiting regularly, Mitch’s
reaction to the news story was immediate, negative, and long-lasting. Mitch considered Richard to be a
publicity adventurer and, rightly or wrongly, believed that Richard crashed the plane on purpose, to get
another story. He wrote Richard (23 Jun ’69): “I just received the newspaper article which, I must say, was
not unexpected. What a bunch of unadulterated crap! Surely there is stimulus for doing the things we do
other than to gain publicity, especially bad publicity. I regret that my name appeared in connection with the
unfortunate and inexcusable airplane crash. You probably cannot understand, but I am not anxious for
publicity—any kind of publicity, good or bad, except within my own scientific community. I would
appreciate it if in your future publicity, books, long letters, etc., that you do not include my name nor that of
the Biology Department here at Tech nor Texas Tech, etc. I am very serious; just forget I exist.
“By the way, I am thankful, of course, that none of you were injured, which should go without saying.
But I must point out that had you not been farting around in the first place, you would have saved yourself a
long walk not to mention someone else’s airplane.”
Richard wrote me the day he got Mitch’s letter (25 Jun ’69), and he was completely and emotionally
distraught: “This afternoon I received the enclosed letter [partially quoted above] from Bob Mitchell, and it
has made me feel very depressed and sad—and I guess hurt, more so than anything else has made me feel in
a long long time.” Richard wrote a four-page letter explaining what had happened, denying that it was a
planned publicity stunt, and wondering what chain of circumstances made Mitch react so violently. I don’t
remember what I wrote him back, but I tried to ease his pain and give him some perspective.
Whether it worked or not, I don’t know. But Mitch wrote him a longer, grimmer, more specific followup letter on June 24 with the following topic sentence: “I must be as emphatic as I possibly can in stating that
I do not wish your insatiable hunger for notoriety to be fed at my expense.” Richard sent Mitch’s letter and
his own five-page response to me dated June 28. Richard’s letter to me was less tearful than his first
response, but he still mourned the loss of Mitch’s friendship and penned a long defense of his activity during
the crash episode.
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I have no idea whether I helped or hindered by being caught in the middle of that conflict. As far as I
know, Mitch never relented in his belief that Richard crashed that plane on purpose to have another
“adventure.” I was never convinced that he did. I could not believe that a father would put his only son in
such jeopardy for any reason. Whatever the case, I think Mitch over reacted in his savage indignation, and I
was saddened that a long-time relationship ended so catastrophically. Richard continued for decades to make
caving trips to Mexico and do adventure tours, so Mitch didn’t change his basic way of living, fortunately.
[Ed. Note: Richard Albert’s accounts of these trips and the air crash are recounted in the AMCS Activities
Letter, 40 and 41, 2017 and 2018.]
We were scheduled to make a caving trip in May-June of 1970, but that was May of the year when
our house burned. I remember thinking, as I watched our home go up in flames, “This is going to knock me
out of a caving trip!” It reminded me of the time when I was thirteen and I burned our garage down in
Palestine. As I watched it in full flame, I wondered whether or not Daddy would give me a dime to go the
picture show that Saturday afternoon. The tragedy of a garage fire paled at the thought of missing a Buck
Jones western, an episode of The Green Hornet (with “Flight of the Bumblebee” as its mood music), and a
Three Stooges comedy.
A tornado hit Lubbock in the spring of 1970 and barely missed Mitch and his lab. He wrote on 9 June:
“Had it set down a half mile farther west, we would have damn well blown away. The local First Baptist
preacher said God had demonstrated his great love for Lubbock since only 28 people died.”
In 1971 Mitch got a grant of $5000 for cave research. He said (14 Apr ’71), “I’m out of my mind
about the amount of work we should get done this summer. I plan to really work some butts off.” In that
same Ab-and-Dub letter he lists the crew for that expedition: “I got Bill Russell on for the whole summer,
and so he is obligated to go. That now makes it Bill Russell, Bill Elliott, Suzanne Wiley, Ann Barton, Jerry
Cooke, Mel Brownfield, you all, and me. [Dub didn’t make it.] We’ll hit the Mine cave and the La Perra
caves (us), the pit in the needle rock at Chamal at long last, Tigre I am pretty sure, plus many other things….
I’d like—and need—to get back to Matapalma, and if you want to we can try to hit one of those two pits on
the crest above the cement plant (the pair of black holes).The one we might consider has inside it three 300’
pits, total depth over 1000’. We fly some more too—got a little money for that.
“Other great things just came to pass this week—I got the Toyota in. You’ll blow your minds over this
machine. Two full-width seats, 4 doors, lots of gear space, radio, air conditioner, automatic lock-out hubs,
winch (next week) (and a rack before Mexico). It’s built like a stone shit-house. Looks like it sits there ready
to go out and eat rocks. Got a date to take Ann and Ty riding this afternoon.
“I’ve really got the hots for this upcoming trip. . . “

1971 Crew:
Ann Barton,
Suzanne
Wiley, Mel
Brownfield,
Bill Elliott,
Jerry Cooke,
Bob Mitchell
plus Bill
Russell, and
Ab

We all had the hots and it turned out to be one fine trip, everybody getting along
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and getting a lot of work done, most of which Mitch listed above. Two distinct memories: going for a night
swim in a cold river and getting my climbing-out rope caught under a shifting rock.
Mitch, Bill Elliott, and I had been in a small cave with a long drop in the La Perra system. Mitch and Bill
had jumared on out this entrance tube, and I was coming out last. It was an easy climb and I was having no
trouble until a rock shifted above me and put my rope in a slot about six inches by six inches, something I
couldn’t squeeze through. I hung there for some time, wondering if some future caver might find my bones
trapped and hanging under this rock. I spent some time wondering if I ought to scream or figure out what to
do. My inclination was to yell for help. However. . ! I had heard folks talk about having to unhook a jumar,
but fortunately I had never had to. Now I did. I pushed up as close to the rock (15”-18”dia) as I could and
unhooked my hand jumar. I was able to get it around and above the rock, but I was so tense and quivering
that I could barely get it on the rope. I did, finally, and after a rest I unhooked the foot jumar. I guarantee
you, I just about stressed out before I got that sonovabitch attached above the rock. I hung there exhausted
for a while, finally recovered, and prusicked on out, slowly. I told the story of my tribulations to the crew
when I got out. They were politely interested.
The talk during that trip was about some spelunkers getting histoplasmosis from working in Cueva del
Diablo, a bat cave in Nueva León. I remember this because Mitch and I had gone into some Texas bat caves
where we could barely breathe, and I was always sure that I was going to catch—or had already caught!—
histoplasmosis.

Bill Elliott and
Mel Brownfield
Suzanne, Jerry,
Bill Russell
Mitch X 2

That was also the year (Thanksgiving holidays, 1971) that the two young Houston boys drowned in La
Gruta de Carrizal, near Candela, south of Laredo. The two boys died trying to swim through a cave siphon.
The story of the drownings and the problems of rescue, which involved Bill Elliott, Ronnie Fieseler, and Carl
Kunath, is told in minute-by-minute detail in the AMCS Newsletter III, 4 (Feb ’72) by Kunath, Elliott, et al.
It is a tale of teen-age idiocy that caused the tragedy and American bureaucratic apathy and ineptitude that
amplified the problems of any attempt at rescue. A Laredo rescue team finally recovered the bodies from the
siphon. They put the bodies in the back of a pickup, covered them with ice and willow branches, and
eventually crossed into Texas and got ambulance service.
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And to move to a happier subject, Dr. Masaharu
Kawakatsu came from his university in Japan to travel with us
to the Mexican caves. He was a world expert on flatworms. He
was a gentle and seemingly fragile young man, but tough and
professional. Bill Elliott tells of one incident when K. was
getting out of the Toyota and bumped his head. He immediately
turned and bowed to the car. When we parted, he took Mitch
and me to a Japanese restaurant in Ciudad Victoria for a
goodbye supper. I can see him now as I last saw him. We
turned to wave goodbye before we got in the car. Kawakatsu
bowed deeply. For years I received beautiful hand-made
Christmas cards from K. and his wife.
We called the 1972 Mexican expedition “The Peyote
Trip.” Great trip! Just Dusty, Mitch, and me. The ideal
number. Mitch was tied in with some outfit that was doing a
book on desert life, and he wanted to pad his list of desert
pictures. He didn’t have pictures of peyote plants, for one in
particular. We crossed at Laredo and drove south through desert
country to a large plateau near San Luis Potosi. We looked
around us and didn’t see any. When we finally really focused,
Masaharu Kawakatsu
we found that we were parked in the middle of a field of
peyote—thousands of them, all shapes and sizes, singles the size of your thumb, clones as large as a No. 3
washtub.

We have successfully stowed the peyote and Mitch’s .38!
We wandered around and ogled and photographed the forbidden fruit. We fixed supper, and while Dusty
and I were cleaning up, Mitch walked in from the mesquite licking his fingers and his lips. We quizzed him
and he admitted eating a peyote pod. Nothing would do, of course, but we would have to try one too. We
each ate a pod. It was nasty and sticky and made our tongues feel kind of funny. We sat by the Toyota and
looked at each other to see if the other one turned into something weird. Dub looked as furry as he usually
did. We all decided, however, that the colors of the sunset were more brilliant than usual and the smell of the
land a mite sweeter and the desert sounds sharper and more distinct and emanating from all the plants and
animals that shared this plateau with us. But we never got high. Or not very.
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A young lady of unquestionable virtue and unassailable character later told me (when she saw the potted
peyote growing in my office) that she and her hippy peers took several peyote pods at a time and ingested
them anally so they wouldn’t have to taste the nasty things. That’s a picture, huh!
Dusty molesting a local cactus

Peyote pods by Dub
We tramped around the desert a lot after we left the plateau. Saw scads of cacti of all descriptions. We
cut open a couple to see if we could get enough water to live on. Maybe. We drove east to Xilitla and spent a
hot and steamy day collecting in Cueva de la Florida. Exhausting! Then we pointed the herd north and
headed toward home.
The American Border Patrol at Laredo did not treat us kindly. They took us apart! They probed cans of
axle grease with their fingers. Unclean! They rolled a big mirror under the Toyota and obscenely examined
her nether regions for foreign objects. They took out every piece of our personal and professional gear and
spread it out for inspection. They inspected our toothpaste and deodorant. Nothing was sacred.
I had caught a beautiful glossy snake (Arizona elegans) and thought it was safely secreted in a hole in a
passenger seat. They found it and insisted I take the snake back across the bridge to Mexico. I was crossing
the bridge and furtively removing the snake from its sack and putting it in my shirt when I heard this Border
Patrol say, “Take it a little bit farther.” He was right behind me! How’s that for no trust!
We thought they had finished the shakedown, when the chief started tapping the side of the Toyota and
walking to the rear of the wagon. He said, “This vehicle has hollow walls.” He asked Mitch what was in the
walls, and Mitch stuttered some b.s. about vacuum pumps and trailer wirings. The composition interior walls
were secured by plastic pressure pegs. The chief said, “Let’s open this wall and look inside.”
I figured this was the end of our budding professional careers. I lit a
cigarette and smoked it in one drag. I looked over at Dusty, and with
trembling hand he was stuffing his bottom lip with snuff. We had
wrapped several peyote plants in Scott Towel and hidden them in the
vacant wall space. And Mitch had smuggled in a .38 Colt revolver and
had it wrapped in a machinist cloth and stashed in the wall. We all had
wives and children who didn’t want us in Leavenworth, where it looked
like we were heading
A miracle! I still don’t know what happened. Mitch pulled the wall
aside and the chief looked in. I guess that he looked straight in at the
brass vacuum pump, or whatever the hell it was. If he had looked down,
he would have seen the .38 wrapped in the red machinist rag. If he had
looked up he would have seen the peyote in the Scott Towel. Whatever
happened—like Paul, he might have been struck blind at that moment—
he said, “OK, close it up” and left us and went to his office. Mitch
flattened half the panel pegs in his race to get out of there, and we made
the hastiest of exits. And then we were flying down the road, higher than
“We made another one!”
adrenaline kites, giggling and screaming our nervous systems back into
place.
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Mitch was especially glad that he wasn’t being sent to Leavenworth. According to him, as soon as got
back to Lubbock, he was going to leave for Arkansas to shoot a TV special: “Going to be a big star in a
National Geographic TV special to be shown next winter. I suspect it will actually be a pile of shit.” (5 May
’72) It wasn’t. Nat’l Geo did a good show and Mitch was one of the stars.
Mitch wrote the following letter (16 July, 1973) as we were planning the 1973 trip to the Yucatan:
“I decided that I should have said that I don’t want you to bug out on me on the Yucatan venture (like fuzzy
face—but it would have cost him a fortune). I fully expect to see you there (at some time and place). I need
help of the kind that only one of the old crew can give. I’ve got plenty of collecting and running errand type
help, but no crisis help. I’ll try to write again from the jungle.”
As it turned out, we collected in a few caves in the summer of 1973, but we didn’t do any hard-time cave
work. Mitch took his family—Rexell, Robert, Sharon, Scott—and this became a sight-seeing trip. We
enjoyed the hospitality and ambiance of Oaxaca. Mitch spent a lot of time photographing the birds and the
bees, but we spent more time on the Aztec ruins south of Mexico City and the Mayan temples in the
Yucatan. Right now the only pictures I can find that I took are of a parade we watched and joined in the little
village of Tule. Mitch did considerable photographic work on that trip. He was shooting illustrations for
several presentations that he was going to give to the International Congress of Speleology in Prague. Mitch
was at the top of his game at that time.

Mitch, Rexell, Sharon, Robert, Debbie Denson studying a cave entrance, ‘73
I do remember one particular episode on that trip. I had started the trip with a torn calf muscle. I had
been getting in climbing shape by running the stairs at the Liberal Arts building. Except I didn’t warm up.
When I tore the muscle, the pain was like a knife stabbed in the calf of my leg. I walked backwards a lot.
But, I-doggies, I made the trip!
That’s just the introduction to this story. Remember the torn leg; it’s central to the tale. Somewhere
along the road from Mérida to Puerto Juarez, Mitch found a cenote that had a pond of cave water in the lower
reaches, and in the cave water were blind fish. He climbed a log down into the cenote. And he activated a
rattlesnake in a cleft of the cenote wall. The serpent buzzed continually, letting us know where it was. Then,
he realized that he no longer heard the snake, and had no idea where it had gone. Mitch climbed out.
This is a three-paragraph story. This is the conclusion. – The next day we were crossing a slippery
incline in a cave, trained out with Mitch in front, Rexell and the kids in the middle, and me at the end.
Suddenly Rexell screamed, “Ab, Mitch is slipping!” I made a lunge toward the front, my calf muscle tore
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again, and I yelled, “I’m snake bit!” That’s where the snake had gone, into a crevice of my mind. –
Fortunately, Mitch was able to save himself. And I don’t think anybody was conscious of my response. I
hope not.
Bobbie Stiers [now Low], a grad student and Mitch’s children were on the 1974 trip, when we went
to Bernal, where somebody made beautiful wool blankets, and then on south to Oaxaca (and the ruins at
Monte Albán and Mitla) and San Cristóbal de las Casas and into Maya country and Palenque. Bobbie
remembers going down the scary ladder at Bolonchén, and that climbing down and back up put one’s life in
jeopardy.

Mitch & Ab’74; Robert, Bobbie,
Sharon, Mitch in Xilitla;
Stiers and her new lens

Without a doubt, I do vividly remember the 1975 trip. Our lives opened another chapter on that
expedition.
They picked me up at the airport in Mérida—Mitch and Linda Mae, his student. Thanksgiving holidays,
1975. We’ve been together thirty-five years since then, but that was the night it all got started. We drove out
to the campground. That was the funniest, silliest, laughingest night drive I ever made. Never to be forgotten.
Complete rapport. And we never got over the fun we always—or nearly always!—had together. It was late
when we got to the camp, where the students were already flaked out. We lay together, the three of us, and
talked and laughed through the night.
Our lives began their change that night. Before the trip was over, Mitch and Linda Mae had hooked up
for life. Both were still married. The three of us made a crew, like Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert, and
Spencer Tracy. And the thing about it is that we knew that lives and combinations of lives were changing
during that short Thanksgiving holiday, and that a lot of pain for a lot of people was going to be a part of that
change.
We saddled up the next morning and drove the two-hundred-plus miles from Mérida to Puerto Juarez and
on to our camp at Pamul by the sea. We had fifteen invertebrate zoology students, of whom Linda Mae was
one, and two other Texas Tech professors in the crew. The drive through the Yucatán and Quintana Roo was
new and exciting for all of us—the everywhere Mayan ruins and the cenotes and the jungle and the people.
Fascinating, unforgettable!
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Mitch, Linda Mae, and Ab, 1975

Pamul was barely a village, and our accommodation was a row of concrete sheds situated on the beach
above a small bay. A shallow coral reef with all the invertebrates any professor could teach about was just
off the beach. We snorkeled the reef and speared fish for our meals. The reef was also a very special
classroom, daylight or dark. During the day we swam the length of it, seeing rays and sharks and turtles. At
night we toured the tide pools. I can’t think of any learning experience that was more fun and exciting and
educating than studying tide pools at night when all the animals that stay out of sight in the daytime come
out. (I thought of John Steinbeck.) I caught an octopus on one class session, but it was so slick and slimy that
I couldn’t hang on to it.
One day we went south along the shore to Xel-Há, a beautiful little enclosed bay with crystal-clear
water, a coral island in its midst, and a million fish of all kinds and hues. We three swam out to the entrance,
which was guarded by a barracuda as big as we were. Xel-Há was one of those pristine places that you would
like to preserve and hide as your own personal swimming pool. I think that I decided to get my scuba papers
while we swam at Xel-Há.

Texas Tech invertebrate zoology class, Pamul, 1975
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We went to Tulum, the beautiful little Mayan temple placed on a headland above a swimmer’s beach.
This was the temple that Cortez first sighted in 1519, when he came bringing horses and cattle to the New
World. And this is where we three had our first of many trip pictures taken.
The Yucatan-Quintana Roo trip of 1975 was a very special time for Mitch, Linda Mae, and me. We
never got over it.

A brief but related digression: We went into no caves
on that 1975 trip, but it was such a significant and enjoyable
trip that as soon as I got back I set myself up to planning a
trip to Hazel’s liking. Hazel never was one for caves and
camping out, but she was a good traveler. I’d had my trip; it
was time that she had hers. For years Hazel had been fully
involved in raising children—Lu, Robert, Deedy, Maggie,
and Ben and assorted cats and dogs, cows and horses—and
getting her Master’s degree and teaching history at SFA and
presiding over The Women’s Federated Clubs and being
involved in every single production at Lamp-Lite Theatre,
either as an actress or stage manager. She had not really
expressed a strong desire to travel. But in the spring of ’76 I
came in one day at noon and told her that we were going to
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales in June. She had a
hollering fit, and we began our own travels that summer of
1976.
That trip Hazel and I made to Great Britain in the
summer of ’76 knocked me out both in money and time of
any caving trip for that year. Which I did not mind one bit; I
owed Hazel a grand tour, and we had a great time.
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Dusty and Jean at Tikal

Mitch, Dusty, and I had one more caving trip to make together, and we made it in 1977.
We did some caving in Belize during the trip of ‘77, but caving was a small part of that last trip the three
of us made together.
Dusty was married to Jean (delightful, open personality, good looking, happy camper) and living in
Denver at the time. He and Jean met Mitch and Linda Mae in Lubbock, and they headed south, to cross into
Mexico at Reynosa. They did some caving around Valles, then went to Tampico and on south through Vera
Cruz, Coatzacoalcos, Villahermosa, and Campeche, to where I met them in Mérida. They had made one
helluva trip by the time they got to Mérida, and it showed. Here I was fresh, charged, and excited, and they
had been doing hard time on the road for a week. Add Montezuma’s Revenge (the Mexican Seeping
Slickness) to that, and we had a rough start out of Mérida.

We stopped at Chichén Itzá and several other Mayan ruins on the way to Cancún. Cancún was a shock to all
of us who had been there before. It had grown in two years from a sleepy beachside soda-pop stand to a city
of hotels and motels and was touristy beyond belief. We got out of Cancún and headed south to the Pamul
area, hoping that it hadn’t been “found” yet.
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We camped near Pamul and Tulum and snorkeled and recuperated for a couple of days, then headed
south to Belize City.
We stopped at Xel-Ha, which now had a large, five-star restaurant and a dozen tour busses out front. We
snorkeled the Xel-Ha bay, but it had lost some of its pristinity.

It was at least two hundred miles to Belize City, and that was on a dirt road. I can’t remember why we
were driving it at night, but on the darkest, most deserted stretch in the deepest, scariest depths of the jungle
(or so it seemed at the time), a piercing bright light came on and hit us right in the middle of the windshield.
We were sure that we had had it and were going to be slain by revolutionists and left on the side of the road
as a feast for panthers and other wild beasts. All it turned out to be was a road grader (grading at two o’clock
in the morning?!) who was working in the dark but turned his light on so we wouldn’t run into him.
We enjoyed Belize City, which was picturesque with canals and fishing boats and loud music and black
folks of all different hues, speaking British English. We drove into the city during a high, hot noon, and we
were famished for something cold to drink. We stopped at a rickety, wood-frame café built out over the
water. The café had ceiling fans and ice-cold tea, the likes of which I had never tasted and enjoyed as much
before or since. Except maybe the “IceSommertranke” (sweetened ice tea with the glass dipped in sugar) that
Hazel and I had at the Kaba at Thun in the summer of 1949.
Belize City had been the capital of British Honduras since the eighteenth century. It had been populated
by slaves who worked for the Brits in the lumber business. Belize became a self-governing colony of Britain
after 1973, and changed its name from British Honduras to Belize. Belize did not become an independent
nation until 1981. Belize City was almost destroyed by Hurricane Hattie in 1961, so the city council created
the new town of Belmopan fifty miles inland, and in 1970 Belmopan became the capital of Belize. When we
were there, Belmopan was a town made out of concrete blocks, neither fashionable nor sophisticated—not
impressive!
Mitch, Dub, and I did most of our caving on that ’77 trip in the Belmopan area. We were guided by a
Texas spelunker named Logan McNatt. What a great old Scottish name! Logan took us to some rich and
muddy caves. One of these caves is where we found this large chamber filled with all sizes of Mayan pots
and no footprints in sight. We also saw other artifacts in this cave. We hit three or four caves around
Belmopan and found animals for Mitch to photograph. At the end of one trek, Linda Mae took our picture
near the mouth of the cave. That was good. The picture marked our last cave trip together.
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Tikal

Quirigua

Copán
Palenque

Copán

West building of the Nunnery at Uxmal
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THE WORLD OF THE MAYA

Uxmal – Pyramid of the Magician

Chac at Chichen Itza

Chichen Itza – El Castillo
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Mitch, Linda Mae, Jean, Dusty, Logan McNatt, Tom Miller, Ab
in Belmopan, Belize, June 1977

“Belmopan?—Say, isn’t that where you. . . ?” Yes! that’s where I rolled Mitch’s Toyota. It was really a
natural consequence. It was late in the night—or early in the morning—and we were driving back from an
unsuccessful night of fluorescing scorpions on a road-cut wall. Or, more accurately, I was driving back. We
passed a swamp as we neared Belmopan and came within sound of the greatest frog chorus I have ever heard
in my life. It was magnificent, deafening almost! Automatically, and consequentially, I whipped a sharp Uturn preparatory to going back to investigate. The only problem was that we were on a plateau of a road that
was built about ten feet high off the ground below. I could tell I was in trouble when the right front wheel
didn’t make the turn. I couldn’t shift down because the shift was between somebody’s (Linda Mae’s?) knees.
Gravity won. We rolled down the hill, made one complete cycle and came to rest on our side. “Save the
women and the children first; then save the alcohol!” That’s a verse from a song.
The riders emerged shaken but unscathed. We righted the car by hand, and Mitch drove it out and back
on the road. The only casualty, or so we thought, was the fractured back window. Dusty and I found a piece
of tin and fixed it even better than it was, except you couldn’t see through it.
I had screwed up royally, but all that Mitch said was, “Ab, you broke my car.” A day earlier, he had lost
his fountain pen in a cave, and had had one of his prolonged hissy fits looking for it. The greater the
catastrophe, the less Mitch emoted.
Belmopan was a memorable stop, to say the least, but we were soon on our way through Belize to Flores
and Tikal in Guatemala. Now that was a drive. The road waxed and waned, from black top to gravel top, and
in places to no top at all. We got a little nervous approaching the Guatemala border because at the time
Guatemala claimed Belize, and small groups of soldiers faced each other with loaded guns at the border. As
it turned out, we had no trouble at all crossing the border from Belize to Guatemala. The Guatemalans had
made their border fort on top of a Mayan temple mound.
But we did have some trouble elsewhere. We were driving southwest out of Belize along a road of
questionable sincerity when we began to hear a ping-ping-pinging that grew louder as we proceeded. We
stopped, raised the hood, and found that we really did have trouble; the engine was falling out! The motor
mounts had been cracked in the Belmopan rollover, and the motor was slowly sinking below the frame, and
the fan blade was hitting the cowling. That caused the pinging.
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As you can imagine, we studied the motor’s condition seriously. Our cure and conclusion was to jack the
motor up above level with the frame and then cram logs and sticks between the motor block and the frame.
This cure would last ten or fifteen miles, and then the pinging would begin again as the motor again sank
below the frame. I don’t remember how much brush we cut, keeping that motor in line, but we finally made
it to Flores and had the mounts re-welded.
A most important part of my education—for which Mitch was responsible—was my introduction to the
Mayan world in the Yucatan and Central America. There is no way that I can communicate my wonderment
and awe at the splendor of Tikal and Copan and the delicate beauty of Quirigua and Palenque and the
majesty of Uxmal—ad inf. We visited the major and minor Mayan sites during this ’77 trip, all of which
sparked an academic interest which I enjoyed for several years.
We all fell in love with Guatemala and its colors and costumes, only slightly conscious of the political
and social problems its citizens were enduring at the time. A bus of American tourists had been shot up a
week earlier by so-called “rebels.” But we were completely taken with its mountains and lakes and smoking
volcanos. We knew that we were in a new and different world.
On the road from Quirigua to Guat City, we picked up a kid from the Peace Corps. He had been in the
brush for a month or more, and when we saw our first McDonald’s in Guat City, he bailed out for a shake
and a cheeseburger.
We spent a day with some of Mitch’s acquaintances at a dig outside of Guat City, then headed north,
stopping at most of the exciting little towns—like Chichicastenango and Solola, et al.—to shop and be
tourists. The drive out was sights-to-see all the way.
I left the crew at Oaxaca and flew back to Houston through Mexico City. Mexico City was under such a
smog that you could barely discern some of the
buildings.
We had had a great, kinda-stressful trip in
1977. However, I don’t ever remember seeing so
much, doing so much, and going into so many
different worlds, particularly the world of the
Guatemalan Maya. The trip of ’77 was climactic.
I think that Dub and I, maybe Mitch too, knew
that this might be the end of our caving days
together, maybe the end of our tripping together.
Or maybe what I’m remembering now is all
hindsight, and we didn’t speculate anything about
our futures at that time. Whatever the case, it did
turn out to be the end of an exciting period of all
our lives. And gone though they were, those past
years of caving and camping and thrashing
around in the Sierra Madres were the greatest
adventures our lives were ever going to have. I
thank Mitch for a large part of my non-academic
education, then and later—and I thank Mitch and
Dusty and James Reddell and Bill Elliott and
Suzanne Wiley and cavers all for intensifying my
life and making those years a time I will never
forget—and I’m glad that I survived.
Mitch, Dub, Ab—Our last cave, Belize, 1977

Photographic notes: Most of the color pictures in this chapter are Mitch’s. I started off shooting blackand-whites with a Yashika Mat. Sometime around 1970 I bought a Nikon and began shooting color
slides.
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Mitch giving a lecture at the Nunnery at Chichen Itza, 1975

I don’t ever remember Mitch catching
a blind shrimp. God knows, he tried.
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“Many people worked with me for a time on specific projects, but throughout my career there were
some who were always there to share the work, the elation, the new discovery and the all-too-frequent agony
of the pit that was too deep, the crawlway that was too small, the water that was too cold, the guano that was
too foul, the gear that was too heavy, the day that was too long. Francis Abernethy, long-time editor of the
Texas Folklore Society, has accompanied me since the 50’s on many caving expeditions, especially those to
the blind fish caves of the Sierra de El Abra of Mexico and those of the Yucatan Peninsula.”
(R.W.M. “Texas Cave Biology,” n.d.)

The big population study of 11,000 Pseudocellus pelaezi ricinuleids in
Cueva de la Florida, Tamaulipas, 1968. Left to right: Ab, Dusty, James
Reddell, and Mitch. Mitch published this study in 1970 in Ciencia, Mexico.
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7. Obituary: Francis E. “Ab”Abernethy
3 December 1925 – 21 March 2015, 89
William R. Elliott, 2019, revised 2022

Dr. Abernethy was an English professor from Stephen F. Austin University, and a close friend and
colleague of Texas Tech University cave biologist, Robert W. Mitchell, and William L. “Dusty” or “Dub”
Rhodes. They went on caving trips to Mexico, Belize, and Guatemala from 1959 to 1977. They did
significant work in the Xilitla area, including the first descent (1960) of Sótano de Huitzmolotitla, and in the
Sierra de El Abra during Mitchell’s research on Astyanax cavefishes, ricinuleids, and other cave fauna in
1968-1969. Ab was a widely read folklorist, editor, photographer and naturalist.
One of Ab’s many talents was music. He was the bassist for the popular East Texas String Ensemble,
who recorded some LPs of old country and hillbilly music. See photos below.
Francis Abernethy passed away in Nacodoches, Texas. Funeral Home Services for Francis were
provided by Laird Funeral Home, Inc. The obituary was featured in The Daily Sentinel on March 28, 2015.
Long obituary at: http://cavelife.info/hall/Abernethy.pdf

Services set for Dr. Frances “Ab” Abernethy, a Nacogdoches icon
By Donna McCollum | March 25, 2015 at 7:38 PM CDT - Updated July 11 at 1:31 PM
NACOGDOCHES, TX (KTRE) - Services have been scheduled for Nacogdoches icon Dr. Frances “Ab”
Abernethy, who died at his home Saturday. He was 89. His funeral is scheduled for Saturday, April 4, 2015,
at 2 p.m. Services will be held at Nacogdoches’ Banita Creek hall.
His death comes within two weeks of having over 400 admirers honor him with a dinner on Ab
Abernethy Day. Two days earlier, the First United Methodist Church of Nacogdoches celebrated his
accomplishments, and there are many.
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However, Abernethy is best known as the “Trailblazer of Nacogdoches” for beginning the Lanana and
Banita Creek Trails in Nacogdoches. He was also a former director of the Texas Folklore Society, historian,
Stephen F. Austin State University professor, naturalist, actor, entertainer, veteran, husband, and father.
Abernethy was also a musician who helped begin the Texas Folklife Festival in San Antonio where the
East Texas String Ensemble often played.
Abernethy was honored just two weeks ago for a resolution passed by the Texas House and Senate that
declared March 10th “Ab Abernethy Day.”
https://www.ktre.com/story/28615072/services-set-for-dr-frances-ab-abernethy-a-nacogdoches-icon/

Francis’s Obituary
A memorial service for Dr. Francis “Ab” Abernethy, age 89, of Nacogdoches, Texas will be held on
Saturday, April 4, 2015 at 2:00 p.m. at Banita Creek Hall in Nacogdoches. Dr. Abernethy passed away on
Saturday, March 21, 2015 at his home. Interment will be at Sunset Memorial Park Cemetery next to his
beloved wife of 63 years, Hazel Shelton Abernethy.
Dr. Abernethy was born in Altus, Oklahoma on December 3, 1925 and grew up in the Palestine
community. The Abernethy family moved to Nacogdoches when he was a senior in high school. He
graduated in 1943 and joined the Navy two weeks later, serving in the South Pacific during World War II.
After the war and hitchhiking around the country for several months, Ab obtained his BA from Stephen F.
Austin State University, and a Master’s Degree and a PhD. from Louisiana State University.
Dr. Abernethy began his career at SFA in 1965 where he taught for the next 32 years. He retired in 1997 as a
member of the Texas Institute of Letters, Distinguished Regents Professor and Professor Emeritus. Ab was a
long-time member of the Texas Folklore Society, succeeding such greats as J. Frank Dobie, Wilson Hudson,
and Mody Boatright as Secretary Editor of the organization. He was a Master Mason as well as a member of
many other organizations.
Among Ab’s many interests were hunting, fishing, spelunking, traveling, music, history, storytelling, and
teaching. He was always teaching and sharing his extensive life experiences.
Dr. Abernethy was preceded in death by his wife, Hazel (Shelton) Abernethy and his parents, Talbot and
Aileen (Cherry) Abernethy.
Survivors include his children: Luanna (Abernethy) Cole and spouse, Charles, of Nacogdoches; Robert
Abernethy and wife, Kim, of Boerne: Sarah “Deedy” Abernethy and spouse, Todd Weidner, of Austin;
Margaret “Maggie” Abernethy-Duffin and spouse, John, of Nacogdoches; and Ben T. Abernethy and wife,
Penny, of Nacogdoches. Grandchildren: Elizabeth Reeves, Edward Cole, Leslie Cole, Patrick Abernethy,
Sarah Abernethy, and Jack Duffin, as well as four great-grandchildren. In addition to many colleagues and
friends, Dr. Abernethy is also survived by his dear friend and “Sweetie,” Lola (Lemkowitz) Pogue.
In lieu of flowers, memorial donations may be made to the Lanana/Banita Creek Projects in care of
Friends of Historic Nacogdoches, P.O. Box 630411, Nacogdoches, Texas 75963 or to the Lamp Lite
Playhouse, Sarah McMullen, 4128 Old Tyler Road, Nacogdoches, Texas 75961. To convey condolences or
to sign an online register, please visit www.lairdfh.net

Two Books by Francis E. Abernethy
Juneteenth Texas: Essays in African-American Folklore
by Francis E. Abernethy (Editor), Patrick B. Mullen (Editor), Alan B. Govenar (Editor)
Juneteenth Texas explores African-American folkways and traditions from both African-American and
white perspectives. Abernethy wrote the first chapter in the multi-author book, “African-American Folklore
in Texas and in the Texas Folklore Society.” There are further descriptions and classifications of different
aspects of African-American folk culture in Texas; explorations of songs and stories and specific performers
such as Lightnin’ Hopkins, Manse Lipscomb, and Bongo Joe; and a section giving resources for the further
study of African Americans in Texas.
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Let the River Run Wild!
by Adrian Van Dellen (Photographs), Francis E. Abernethy (Editor)
The Neches River is not wild in its youth. It flows gently along pastures, under barb-wire fences, and
through culverts lying under asphalt roads. It flows placidly through East Texas pastures and farmland,
watering stock and nourishing the fringe trees along its margin.
The river follows its valley and bottomland through thickets and dense woods, but its path is always
narrow. Even when it floods, the water does not stray far from its banks. The young Neches nourishes the
usual rural farmland population of deer, ‘coons, ‘possums and polecats, but nothing wild and scary, unless
you count wild cat squirrels and scary water moccasins. When night falls, the river banks stir and scurry with
wildlife sniffs and snorts and hogs rooting and frogs and toads in chorus. But the sound of the river is gentle.
With over one hundred photographs and maps, Let the River Run Wild! transports readers along the wooded
banks of the Neches in a photographic journey that highlights the flora and fauna inhabiting the woods along
this coursing river from its narrow upper reaches that run from Lake Palestine dam to its mouth on Sabine
Lake. Learn about the highly controversial fight to save the the upper Neches led by the Texas Conservation
Alliance and why the Neches River is listed as number six on the most endangered rivers list, complied by
the American Rivers organization.

Ab at Cueva del Río Subterráneo, an
important cavefish site, San Luis
Potosí, 1974. Robert W. Mitchell.

The East Texas String Ensemble (pronounced
“in-sim-bull”): Stan Alexander (guitar), Tom Nall
(banjo), Charles Gardner (fiddle), Ab (bass).
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Ab and Twitch.
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8. Obituary: Robert W. Mitchell
25 April 1933 – 18 March 2010
William R. Elliott, 2010, revised 2022
Photos by William R. Elliott and Francis E. Abernethy
Dr. Robert Wetsel Mitchell (Bob), 76, famous Texas cave biologist, invertebrate zoologist and nature
photographer, passed away at his home in San Antonio, Texas, March 18, 2010, after a long fight with
cancer. His wife, Linda Mae Mitchell, family and friends met at their home on March 27 for a memorial
celebration.

Dr. Mitchell speaking at Bracken Bat Cave during the
1978 NSS Convention, New Braunfels, Texas. William R. Elliott.

Bob Mitchell was born in the Texas Panhandle at Wellington, on April 25, 1933. He attended local
schools and Lubbock schools. As a high school senior he won a Bausch & Lomb award for “Most
outstanding science student.”
He attended Texas Tech University, obtaining his BS and MS degrees in 1954 and 1955. He also
attended the Duke University Marine Laboratory in 1954, where he gained experience in marine
invertebrates. His MS thesis was a study of lake invertebrates in the Panhandle.
From 1955-57 he was a Lt. in the U.S. Air Force, Medical Service Corps, at Lackland Air Force Base,
San Antonio. This is where he gained experience in medical entomology.
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He taught at Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas, from 1957-1961, where he added caving and
biospeleology to his considerable set of skills, which included natural history, herpetology, invertebrates, and
photography. He had two close caving and field trip buddies, Dr. Francis E. “Ab” Abernethy and William L.
“Dub” or “Dusty” Rhodes. He went on a scary,

Mitchell and his aspirator in a Texas bat cave. Francis E. Abernethy.
funny exploration of the deep pit, Sótano de Huitzmolotitla in 1960, one of the early Mexican cave
expeditions by Texans. Later he led many trips to the Sierra de El Abra and the Sierra de Guatemala in
northeastern Mexico.
He did his PhD at the University of Texas, Austin, from 1961-65, under Dr. Bassett Maguire, an
ecologist who published a bit on caves. Bob set up a laboratory in Beck’s Ranch Cave, near Round Rock,
where he conducted many observations and experiments on the cave beetle, Rhadine subterranea, a cave
cricket egg predator. These were some of the first detailed studies of the ecology of a North American cave
beetle.
Dr. Mitchell returned to Texas Tech in 1965 and initiated his research program on caves. He had a
temperature and humidity-controlled cave lab, where he and his students studied many animals. During his
tenure he had many students, whom he took on field trips in Texas and Mexico. He became a full professor
in 1973. He and his first wife, Rexell, raised three children: Robert Jr., Sharon, and Scott.
Bob and his graduate student, James R. Reddell, started what I call the “Texas-Mexico School of Cave
Biology,” and they were joined by William R. Elliott and many other co-authors, who published
voluminously on many subjects: arachnology (scorpions, ricinuleids, mites, schizomids, and opilionids),
planarians, millipedes, systematics, behavior, biogeography, ecology, and evolution. Mitchell and Reddell
co-edited several important volumes of papers on Mexican cave biology. Probably his most influential paper
was Mitchell, Russell, and Elliott, 1977, Mexican eyeless characin fishes, genus Astyanax:
Environment, distribution, and evolution. He published many planarian papers with Dr. Masaharu
Kawakatsu from Fuji Women’s College, Sapporo, Japan. Mitchell collaborated with or was visited by many
international biologists such as Wataru Teshirogi, Oscar Francke, Horst Wilkens, Jakob Parzefell, Valerio
Sbordoni, Perihan Sadoglu, Claude Delamare-Debouteville, Christian Juberthie, Lisianne Juberthie-Jupeau,
Bruce Firstman, Ted Cohn, Stewart Peck, Thomas Poulson, John Holsinger, Glenn Longley, and others. Dr.
Mitchell authored and co-authored 103 papers on many subjects.Mitchell was a strong selectionist when the
subject of troglobite evolution was discussed. He and his circle discovered many new cave species in Texas
and Mexico. The discovery of so many troglobites in the tropics was considered remarkable, followed by the
wave of discoveries in Hawaiian caves. Compared to glacial periods in the north, isolating mechanisms in
tropical caves were considered weak until the 1970s. The discovery of tropical terrestrial troglobites in both
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highland and lowland areas was exciting, especially three species of blind scorpions that Mitchell described
as a new family, Typhlochactidae. That family has grown to four genera and ten species. The pivotal
Astyanax paper demonstrated that stream capture was a primary isolating mechanism in the evolution of
those cavefishes, and today that paper is cited more than any other, even though more than 1000 papers have
been published on cave Astyanax.
Dr. Mitchell was the Founding Editor of The Journal of Arachnology, in which his students gained
experience. He also was on the Editorial Board of the International Journal of Speleology, and the
Comité de Direction et de Lecture, Annales de Spéléologie.

Mitchell and his arachnology class in Sótano de la Tinaja, 1972. William R. Elliott
He supervised ten master’s theses from 1967-73, including nine on cave-related subjects. His
masters students who excelled in cave biology were: Virginia “Ginny” Tipton, 1971; William R. Elliott,
1971; Suzanne Wiley, 1973; Kenneth Johnson, 1973; and Glenn D. Campbell, 1974. James Reddell also
was associated with Mitchell’s lab for years.
Three doctoral students graduated from Mitchell’s program: J. Mark Rowland, 1975 (schizomids);
William R. Elliott, 1976 (Speodesmus cave millipedes); and D. Craig Rudolph, 1980 (grotto salamanders).
Starting in the 1970s “Robert and Linda Mitchell” became well-known nature photographers, who
traveled the world, shooting about 100,000 photographs, which have appeared in many magazines, journals,
and books. His specialty was macrophotography and their photos were highly regarded by many editors.
Linda and Bob’s family include Kimberly, Joanna, and their children.
In 1986-1988, Bob became a Senior Lecturer in Biology and Coordinator of Sciences at ITM/TIEC
(Institut Teknologi MARA/Texas International Educational Consortium), Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.
He and Linda continued to travel and photograph the world.
I admired and respected Dr. Mitchell deeply. Besides my parents, he was the most influential person in
my life. He taught me how to be a good, skeptical scientist (including self-skepticism). And he taught me
photography, cave biology, invertebrates, arachnology, planarians, taxonomy, precise English, drawing,
mechanics, tools, body work, auto painting, and self reliance! I emulated Mitchell’s drive to publish and not
give up, even after I left academia. I always carried a bit of academia inside me because of Dr. Mitchell and
fellow students.
I have many great memories of Bob and all our friends and colleagues, particularly exciting trips to
Mexico and meeting international scientists. Bob enriched the lives of his students and colleagues. I will miss
him.
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Link to Mitchell’s long obituary, http://cavelife.info/hall/Mitchell.pdf
with 103 Papers by Mitchell et al., 14 papers about Mitchell, 19 taxa named for Mitchell, and
article, Sótano de Huitzmolotitla, by Mitchell.

Mitchell’s research group at Rancho del Cielo, Tamaulipas, 10 January 1971. Left to right: Dr.
Masaharu Kawakatsu, Suzanne Wiley, Mel Brownfield, Jerry Cooke, Dr. Robert W. Mitchell, Bill
Russell, James Reddell, Ginny Tipton, William R. Elliott, and Ann Barton. By Francis E.
Abernethy.
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Autobiography
William Lenton Rhodes, Jr.

I was born on September 23, 1934, in Port Neches, Texas. My family called me “W.L.” or “Dub” for
short. It was Ab who labeled me “Dusty,” and that stuck.
My father lost his job at the Pure Oil Company refinery during the depression. We moved to Warren,
Texas, into an abandoned moonshiner’s cabin when I was 3 years old. My father farmed in Warren until
WW2 began and brought work opportunities back to the area. He got a job at the shipyard in Beaumont, and
we left the farm and moved back to Port Neches.
I graduated from Port Neches High School in 1953 and entered the Navy in 1954. That experience
afforded me access to the GI Bill education opportunities, and I enrolled at Lamar Tech.
I met Bob Mitchell at Lamar Tech during my second semester registration and we became good friends. I
was taking field biology courses from him, and was invited to join the department research trips.
I traveled to Mexico with Bob and Ab over the next 20 years, which I look back on as my greatest
adventure, exploring caves and Mexico... and some of my most terrifying experiences!

Dusty Rhodes, by his daughter, Rae Nell Rhodes, 2014,
aboard the 1886 square-rigger “Balclutha” in San Francisco.
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This book highlights several of our great adventures. But one particularly terrifying experience was in
Sand Cave located near Rancho del Cielo, a research station in Mexico left to Texas Southmost College.
Bob, Ab, and I entered the cave by climbing up through a small passageway in the cave, then turned right
and crawled on our bellies down a tight tunnel for an hour or so until we came to a small area where we
could finally sit up. The cave was dry and we found no specimens. We turned around and crawled out. Along
the way my head lamp went off. A wire came loose from my battery, and due to the tight crawl space I could
not reconnect it. So Ab crawled up close enough to to reconnect it. Next Bob said that he did not recognize
the part of the passageway we were in and that we must have passed the exit, since it was dark outside by
then and the exit did not show up. Needless to say this was upsetting. We began backing out on our bellies
until Bob found the exit and we walked back to our campsite. That night I re-lived missing the exit and did
not enjoy the night’s sleep!
I relocated my family to Denver in 1964 to work for Marathon Oil Co. Research Center. I continued to
join Bob and Ab on the annual research trips and caving for another 13 years.
Our swan song trip in June of 1977 was a 33-day vacation road trip to Guatemala City via the Pan
American Highway with Bob and Linda Mae, me, my wife Jean, and Ab. The Pan American Highway was a
beautiful gravel road. However, 15 to 20 mph is the maximum speed without breaking your vehicle and your
teeth!
During this drive one of the motor mounts broke loose and the engine fell, being held in place by the
distributor resting on the firewall. After jacking the engine back in place we found a small log, which we
wedged between the engine and firewall. The next town we came to was Flores where we found a welder,
who welded the motor mount looking through a small 2 inch square of glass from a welding helmet. We
drove on to Guatemala City visiting many interesting places, camping near small villages, including the ruins
of Tikal along the way.
On another trip to a cave to study a large colony of ricinuleids (the largest population ever discovered) I
contracted infectious hepatitis and I turned yellow as a lemon. It took a year for me to fully recover. There
are many more interesting stories, most of which are in Ab’s book.
I relocated to the Bay Area in 1990 and worked in banking until retiring in Half Moon Bay, California,
with my life partner Suzie.
Dusty Rhodes, June 26, 2022
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Sótano de Huitzmolotitla, 1960

